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ABSTRACT 

In silicon processing, contamination control is very important in each of the processing 

steps to ensure device reliability and enhance yield. There are many different types of 

contamination that are introduced at different processing steps from different sources. 

Industrial practice regarding contamination control, while effective, is not guided by a 

fundamental understanding of the systems involved. The objective of this work is to 

utilize the capability of a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-

D) to investigate the fundamentals of contaminant adsorption and desorption, taking 

sulfate ion and benzotriazole (BTA) as examples, where the sulfate is a type of ionic 

contaminant and BTA is an organic contaminant. 

The study of sulfate adsorption onto silicon dioxide films was investigated in the context 

of front-end-of-line (FEOL) wet cleaning, specifically organic removal with a sulfuric 

acid/peroxide mixture (SPM). During SPM cleaning, high concentrations of sulfuric acid 

are used, and residual sulfate on the surface is generally removed by deionized (DI) water 

rinsing. The amount of sulfate adsorbed from potassium and sodium sulfate solutions was 

studied with QCM-D. The adsorption of sulfate was shown to result in the formation of 

multilayers with co-adsorption of cations. This adsorbed sulfate multilayered film was 

shown to be viscoelastic. The amount adsorbed increases linearly with sulfate 

concentration in the solution. The effect of temperature was studied, and sulfate uptake 

decreased with temperature, indicating sulfate adsorption is an exothermic reaction with a 

heat of adsorption in the range of −15 ~ −11 kJ/mole. The desorption kinetics of sulfate 

during DI water rinsing was also investigated, and desorption rate constants were 
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calculated to be 0.04 s−1 and 0.12 s−1, respectively, at two different DI water flow rates of 

0.2 mL/min and 1.0 mL/min. The effect of temperature on sulfate desorption was shown 

to be minimal in the range of 22 to 50 °C.  

The study of BTA adsorption onto copper surfaces was investigated in the context of 

back-end-of-line (BEOL) wet processing, especially barrier chemical mechanical 

planarization (CMP) and post-CMP cleaning. BTA inhibits copper corrosion during 

barrier CMP by adsorbing onto copper surfaces to form a complex with copper. BTA 

adsorption from alkaline solutions was studied with QCM-D. Two types of oxides, Cu2O 

and CuO, were investigated. It was determined that BTA adsorption was highly 

dependent on the oxidation state of copper. BTA adsorbed much more onto the Cu2O 

surface than onto the CuO surface, indicating Cu(I)-BTA complex formation is the 

dominating passivation factor for copper. For both type of oxides, Cu2O and CuO, the 

adsorbed BTA layers were shown to be rigid and compact. The adsorption of BTA onto 

Cu2O in the presence of hydrogen peroxide was also measured. BTA complexing with 

Cu(I) dominated over the oxidation of Cu(I). BTA removal was studied by rinsing with 

tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) and acetohydroxamic acid (AHA), and the 

QCM-D results indicate that BTA removal by pH 10 TMAH was not complete, whereas 

1 ppm AHA solution was able to completely remove BTA in ~10 min. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Explanation of the Problem and its Context 

Integrated circuits (ICs) are the foundations of consumer electronics and super 

computers. An IC consists of many components, such as transistors, resistors, and 

capacitors, which are interconnected via copper wiring. Depending on the power input 

and circuit design, an IC can perform different functions.  

The performance advancement of ICs essentially relies on feature size reduction, which 

enables the integration of more components in a given area. Gordon Moore, co-founder 

of Intel, predicted a trend in 1965: the number of components in ICs roughly doubles 

every year[1], which is known as Moore’s law. In 1975, looking forward to the next 

decade, Gordon Moore revised the forecast to doubling every two years[2]. It was 

reported in March of this year (2017) that Intel is able to produce 100 million transistors 

per square millimeter using its 10 nm manufacturing process[3].  

Feature size reduction, while enabling ever increasing IC performance gains, creates 

significant fabrication challenges. As the technology node moves toward a critical 

dimension of 10 nm and beyond, it is becoming more and more difficult to define and 

pattern a feature. In addition, contamination control is becoming more difficult. Whereas 

a defect on the scale of 10 nm may not kill a device at the 65 nm node, a defect of this 

size becomes a killer defect at 10 nm and beyond, resulting in yield losses.  
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Contaminants can be organic, particulate, metallic, or ionic in nature. Particulate 

contaminants include particles, dust, flakes, and crystals. Particulate contamination 

results from etching residues, plasma ashing, chemical mechanical planarization (CMP), 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and other processing steps, as well as equipment, 

materials, handling, and humans. Particulate contamination on surfaces can cause errors 

for photolithography and acts as micro-masking during etching processes. Conductive 

particulate contamination between metal lines could cause a “short”, while insulative 

particles within a metal line could cause an “open”. A particle could contain, on its 

surface, ionic and organic contamination. As a result, particulate contamination must be 

removed during each processing step. As feature sizes are reduced, the critical particle 

size is becoming smaller and smaller.  The 2013 International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors (ITRS) has stipulated that the critical particle diameter for front end 

surface preparation in 2017 is 10 nm. The 2013 ITRS has also stipulated that the critical 

particle count (#/wafer) for a 300 mm wafer is 24.1 for particle size up to 10 nm, and 3.1 

for particle size up to 28 nm, and 1.5 for particle size up to 40 nm. 

In front-end-of-line (FEOL) cleaning, particles are generally removed with SC-1 solution. 

SC-1 is a mixture of NH4OH (29%), H2O2 (30%), and H2O at varying volume ratios, such 

as 1:1:5. Particle deposition onto the wafer surface and particle removal both depend on 

the interaction forces between the particle and wafer surface in solution, which is best 

described by DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek) theory[4]. Megasonic 

irradiation is commonly used to dislodge particles from the surface, thus facilitating 

particle removal. By suppressing transient cavitation, particle removal efficiency can be 

enhanced with megasonics while feature damage is minimized[5].  
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Metallic and ionic contamination includes Fe, Cr, Al, Cu, Ni, Cu2+, Fe3+, Na+, K+, SO4
2−, 

NH4+, and Cl−, which can come from chemicals (such as sulfuric acid and hydrochloric 

acid), processing, as well as handling. Photoresist solution typically contains 10~50 ppb 

metallic contamination involving elements such as Na, K, Mg, Ca, Mn, Cu, Fe, and Zn, 

which could remain on the wafer surface after ashing. Liquid chemicals typically contain 

0.1~10 ppb of various metals, such as Fe, Cu, Ni, CO, Al, Ti, V, and Cr. Metallic 

contaminants also come from implantation and plasma tools. The main contaminants 

include Al, Fe, and Cr, which result from sputtering of the chamber walls. Handling is 

another possible cause for metallic contamination. Chuck materials, carriers, and robotic 

arms could leach out low levels of contamination or cause cross-contamination from 

other wafers. Quartz tanks at the wet bench are a source of Al contamination. The 2013 

ITRS has grouped metal contaminants into three categories: (a) mobile metals which can 

be easily removed such as Na and K; (b) metals which dissolve in silicon or form silicate 

such as Ni, Cu, Cr, Co, Hf, Pt, and Fe; and (c) gate-oxide-integrity (GOI) killers such as 

Ca, Ba, Sr, and Fe. The 2013 ITRS has stipulated that the critical GOI surface metal 

count to be less than or equal to 0.5×1010 atoms/cm2, whereas other critical surface metal 

count to be less than or equal to 1×1010 atoms/cm2. For ionic contamination, the mobile 

ion density has been stipulated to be 2×1010 atoms/cm2 by the 2013 ITRS. Metallic 

contamination is usually removed by SC-2 solution. SC-2 is a mixture of HCl (36.5%), 

H2O2 (30%), and H2O with varying volume ratios, such as 1:1:5. Inorganic ions are 

typically removed with deionized (DI) water rinsing. 

Organic contaminants include photoresist residues, oils, fingerprints, airborne matter, dry 

etch residues, surfactants, and solvents. The 2013 ITRS has stipulated that the surface 
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carbon after surface preparation should be less than or equal to 1012 atoms/cm2. In FEOL 

cleaning, organic contamination is removed with a Piranha clean. Piranha is a mixture of 

sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide, also known as SPM. SPM oxidizes most organic 

contamination to form more soluble species, such as carboxylic acid (–COOH). In back-

end-of-line (BEOL) cleaning, organic removal is achieved with dedicated processes. For 

example, benzotriazole (BTA) is removed by a post-CMP cleaning step. 

As mentioned above, contamination control is critical for advanced silicon processing, 

especially for 10 nm and beyond. However, advances in industrial practice have not been 

accompanied with corresponding fundamental research. Understanding the fundamentals 

underlying the interaction between contaminants and surfaces would provide better 

insights for developing capable chemistries and processes that meet the requirements of 

the 10 nm technology node and beyond. With this in mind, the author of this dissertation 

undertook two tasks: 

In the first task (appendix A), the author looked at the adsorption of sulfate ions onto 

silicon dioxide surfaces and their removal during rinsing. This is relevant to the Piranha 

clean that is aimed at removing organic contamination from silicon surface. In the 

Piranha clean step, a high concentration of sulfuric acid is used in conjunction with 

hydrogen peroxide. Sulfate ions adsorb onto the silicon dioxide surface as ionic 

contamination and need to be removed by DI water rinsing. During this study, the author 

investigated how many sulfate ions could adsorb as well as how quickly they can be 

removed by DI water rinsing. 
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In the second task (appendix B), the adsorption of BTA onto copper surfaces was 

investigated in the context of barrier CMP and post-CMP cleaning. During BEOL 

processing, copper interconnects are formed by electrodeposition of copper and chemical 

mechanical planarization of the copper and barrier (copper CMP and barrier CMP). As a 

corrosion inhibitor, BTA is crucial for successful barrier CMP. However, residual BTA 

acts as organic contamination and needs to be removed during post-CMP cleaning. In this 

study, the author determined how much BTA is adsorbed from an alkaline solution in real 

time as well as how quickly it could be removed by select chemicals. 

Both of these tasks were undertaken with a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation 

monitoring (QCM-D). QCM-D was chosen for these surface adsorption studies because 

of its high sensitivity and real-time monitoring capability. 

1.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance and Quartz Crystal Microbalance with 

Dissipation Monitoring 

1.2.1 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) 

Since the pioneering work of Sauerbrey in 1959[6], the quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) technique has become widely used as a thickness monitor for vacuum deposition. 

The QCM consists of a piezoelectric quartz crystal with gold electrodes deposited on 

both sides. A voltage is applied to oscillate the crystal at a specific frequency. When the 

added mass is small, evenly distributed, and rigidly coupled to the crystal, mass change 

can be related to the frequency change of the crystal via the well-known Sauerbrey 

equation: 
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   [1] 

Where  is the fundamental oscillation frequency of the quartz crystal (Hz), n is the 

order of its overtones,  is the frequency change of the nth overtone,  is the mass 

change,  is quartz density (2.648 g·cm−3), is the elastic shear modulus of quartz 

(2.947x1011 g·cm−1·s−2), and An is the piezoelectrically active crystal area. 

Upon rearrangement, equation 1 can be more explicitly expressed as equation 2, which 

shows the area mass change as a function of frequency shift: 

   [2] 

In the above equation,  is the mass change per unit area (ng·cm−2), and C is a constant 

equaling . It can be easily shown that C=17.67 ng·cm−2·Hz−1 for a 5 MHz AT-cut 

quartz crystal. 

Sometimes it is more convenient to use thickness instead of mass, such as for etching or 

deposition. Film thickness can be related to mass change by equation 3: 

    [3] 

where  is the thickness in 0.1 Å, if  is in ng·cm−2 and  is in g·cm−3.  
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1.2.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-D) 

At first, it was believed QCM techniques could not be used in liquid environments 

because the liquid would dampen the oscillation of the crystal completely. Numerous 

studies later showed that this assumption was false, and the use of QCM in liquid 

environments is now prevalent. The extension of the QCM technique into measurements 

made in a liquid environment provides many opportunities for new applications. With 

QCM in a liquid environment, it is now possible to measure not only the adsorption of 

inorganics (such as nanoparticles) that form rigid layers on the substrate but also organics 

(such as surfactants and polymers), biomaterial, and cells, which usually form 

viscoelastic films.  It is also possible to characterize surface reactions such as hydration, 

cross-linking, and conformational changes, as well as anything that affects the crystal 

response.   

Depending on the nature of the adsorbed film, the Sauerbrey relation may or may not 

hold in a liquid environment. The deposition of particles in a liquid environment, for 

example, often forms a rigid film, which can be well represented by the Sauerbrey 

equation. The adsorption of compounds such as surfactants and polymers in a liquid 

environment normally results in an adsorbed film that does not couple well to the crystal 

oscillation, rendering the Sauerbrey relation invalid.  

These types of films are viscoelastic in nature. A viscoelastic film is a material that 

exhibits both viscous and elastic behavior. The viscous effect of a film can be modelled 

with a dash-pot, and the elastic effect can be modelled with a spring. The combination of 

a dash-pot and a spring, thus, can be used to simulate the viscoelasticity of the film. The 
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two basic models are the Maxwell model and the Kelvin-Voigt model. The former 

consists of a spring and a dash-pot in series and is used to model viscoelastic fluids, while 

the later consists of a spring and a dash-pot in parallel and is used to model viscoelastic 

films.  

In measurements of viscoelastic films, it is necessary to measure the energy dissipation to 

fully characterize the attached mass. The dissipation factor (D) is the ratio of the energy 

dissipated per cycle by damping processes to the energy stored, and is the inverse of the 

Q-factor (equation 4).  

   [4] 

During QCM-D measurement of an adsorbed film, a drive voltage is supplied to oscillate 

the crystal at certain frequency, and then is switched off to record the voltage decay. The 

voltage decay curve is numerically fitted to a exponentially damped sinusoidal: 

                     [5] 

                                                [6] 

where τ is the decay time. 

The dissipation factor (D) is a dimensionless factor that describes how underdamped an 

oscillator is. A small value of D indicates lower energy dissipation relative to energy 

stored; the crystal oscillation lasts longer (big τ). A large value of D means higher energy 

dissipation; the oscillation dies out more rapidly (small τ)[7]. A small value of D is 

characteristic of a non-viscous medium such as air, and a large value of D is 
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characteristic of a viscous medium such as water. Coupling the dissipation factor with the 

QCM technique yields the quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring 

(QCM-D) technique. With QCM-D, not only the frequency change (∆f) is measured but 

also the change in the dissipation factor (∆D). Consequently, it is possible to measure 

both the mass of an adsorbed film and its viscoelastic properties, such as viscosity and 

elasticity.  

During QCM-D measurement of an adsorbed film, a drive signal is supplied to oscillate 

the crystal at the fundamental frequency (normally 5 MHz) and then turned off to record 

the decay, producing ∆f and ∆D data for the fundamental frequency of the crystal (∆f1 

and ∆D1). The crystal is oscillated again at the third overtone (15 MHz) and then turned 

off to record the decay, producing ∆f3 and ∆D3. As shown in the figure below, this 

turning “ON” and “OFF” is repeated for higher overtones such as the fifth (25 MHz), the 

seventh (35 MHz), and so on. The process typically stops at the thirteenth overtone (65 

MHz). This turning “ON” and “OFF” could be performed at a very high rate of 50 or 

more cycles per second, which makes it possible to record several harmonics with good 

quality. 
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Figure 1 Sequential Collection of Overtones (courtesy of Biolin Scientific) 

1.2.2.1 How to Determine the Nature of an Adsorbed Film? 

Because of the different ways the adsorbed film can vibrationally couple to the crystal, a 

rigidly attached film is expected to produce a long-lived decay, whereas a loosely 

attached (“soft”) film is expected to produce a short-lived decay. The decay is 

numerically fitted to calculate the dissipation factor (D).  

If the adsorbed film is rigid, ∆D will be small, and it is likely the Sauerbrey relation is 

valid for evaluation of its mass (equation 1.1). Furthermore, with the QCM-D technique, 

which is capable of recording multiple harmonic responses, the frequency shifts at 

different harmonics would overlap (∆fn/n is constant). If the film is “soft”, ∆D would be 

large, different harmonics would have different responses, and the observed frequency 

shifts would diverge. In this case, viscoelastic modelling is needed when analyzing the 

adsorption of a viscoelastic film. Both the frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor 

change (∆D) information are fully utilized to characterize the attached film. The above 

discussed two cases are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 QCM-D examples in which two cases are presented: a) a rigid film for which the 

Sauerbrey equation is valid; b) a “soft” film for which viscoelastic modelling is required 

to analyze the film (courtesy of Biolin Scientific) 

1.2.2.2 How to Conduct a QCM-D Measurement? 

The standard procedure for a QCM-D measurement is to obtain baseline data in pure 

solvent and then to measure the frequency response in a sample solution containing 

solute. The QCM-D crystal senses not only the adsorbed film but also the fluid above the 

film; thus, bulk fluid properties affect the crystal response. If the bulk properties (e.g., 

density and viscosity) of the solvent and solution are the same, the frequency response is 

fully due to adsorption of solute onto the crystal; however, significant differences 

between the solvent and solution bulk properties could also induce frequency changes in 

addition to those caused by adsorption. This is called the bulk effect, and it is normally 

neglected because most tests use low concentrations of solute, which do not affect the 

bulk solution properties significantly.     
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1.2.2.3 Viscoelastic Modeling with Q-Tools 

In Kelvin-Voigt modeling, a viscoelastic film is modeled with a spring and dash-pot in 

parallel, as shown in the following figure. The total strain on this parallel system equals 

that on the dash-pot element, which is also equal to that on the spring element. In 

contrast, the total stress is the sum of the stresses of the two elements. The equations 

governing the Kelvin-Voigt model are as follows: 

Strain:             [7] 

Stress:             [8] 

where  is strain and  is stress.  

 

Figure 3 Kelvin-Voigt model illustration. 

Viscoelastic modeling is carried out with Q-Tools® software from Biolin Scientific Inc. 

The inputs to the model are the density and viscosity of the liquid medium and an 

estimate of the density of the adsorbed film. The values for the output parameters—

viscosity, shear modulus, and mass (thickness)—are floated in a predetermined range. Q-

Tools® uses these parameter ranges to predict the frequency response according to the 

Kevin-Voigt model and compares it to the experimentally measured response to 

determine the quality of fit. Many iterations are typically performed until a good fit is 
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achieved with a low chi-squared value. The fitting routine is schematically shown in the 

figure below: 

 

 

Figure 4 Fitting algorithm for Q-Tools® 

1.2.3 Introduction to the Q-Sense E1 System 

The Q-Sense E1 system from Biolin Scientific Inc., based on QCM-D, provides the 

ability to simultaneously measure frequency and dissipation for several overtones.  

Figure 5 shows the schematic of the E1 system. The E1 system consists of a flow module 

(Figure 6), which holds the quartz crystal and provides a temperature-controlled 

environment for the crystal and liquid. The presence of a serpentine-shaped flow path 

inside the flow module enables the sample liquid to stabilize at the set temperature before 

reaching the crystal. The flow module is placed inside a chamber on a platform, which 

controls the temperature with a built-in thermoelectric device.  Signal generation and data 
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collection are achieved by an electronic unit that houses a temperature-compensated 

reference crystal from which all signals originate. A temperature control system controls 

the thermoelectric device embedded in the chamber platform. Solutions were pumped 

through the flow module using a peristaltic pump at a flow rate between 0.2 and 1.0 

mL/min. Real-time frequency and dissipation data were collected using Qsoft401 

software (Biolin Scientific Inc.) run on a Windows 7 computer. 

Flow Module

Outlet
Inlet

 

Figure 5 a) Q-sense E1 Schematic; b) Physical E1 system; c) Schematic of the flow 

module; d) Flow module cross-sectional view 

 

11.1 mm

Inlet 0.64 mm

Outlet

 

Figure 6 Physical dimensions of the flow module 
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AT-cut quartz crystals with a fundamental frequency (f0) of 5 MHz were mounted in the 

flow module shown in Figure 6.  Figure 7 shows the schematic of a standard crystal. The 

standard crystal is gold coated, consisting of a quartz disk 14 mm in diameter with gold 

electrodes that are sputtered on both sides using a chromium adhesion underlayer. The 

electrical contacts for both electrodes are on the back side of the sensor. When inserted in 

a flow module, it is the front side (active side) that contacts liquid; the back side (with the 

counter electrode and electrical contacts) is not exposed to solution. The surface of the 

active side of the crystal can be customized. In the following chapters, a silica surface is 

created to serve as the active surface by sputter deposition of 300 nm of silicon dioxide 

onto the active side of standard crystals. Copper active surfaces are deposited by e-beam 

evaporation to produce a copper film 200 nm thick. 

 

 

                                                   

Figure 7 The structure of a standard gold sensor, front view. a) active electrode of the 

sensor, b) counter electrode on the back side, c) contact for the active electrode, wrapped 

around the edge, d) contact for the counter electrode, only on the back side, e) quartz disk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the front  In the back  

Active side of the crystal Backside of the crystal 
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1.3 Sulfate Adsorption onto Silicon Dioxide Films 

1.3.1 Front-End-of-Line Cleaning 

In the front-end-of-line (FEOL), wet cleaning is extensively used to remove organic, 

metallic, and particulate contamination. A typical cleaning sequence is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Common Chemicals Used in FEOL Cleaning 

Solution 
Common 

Names 

Temperature 

°C 
Tank Effective in Removing 

Surface 

Termination 

H2SO4/H2O2 

4:1~2:1 

Piranha or 

SPM 
120~140 quartz 

Heavy organics 

photoresist and its residues 
–OH 

DI Water Rinse  20~25   –OH 

HF/H2O 

1:50~1:100 
DHF 20~25 plastic 

1) All types of silicon dioxide and, 

to some extent, silicon nitride 

2) Does not attack Si 

–H 

DI Water Rinse  20~25   –H 

NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 

1:1:5~1:1:500 

RCA-1 or 

SC-1 or 

APM 

70~80 

Plastic tank 

with 

megasonics 

Light organics, particles, metals, 

dissolves and reforms a fresh 

hydrous chemical oxide film 

–OH 

DI Water Rinse  20~25   –OH 

HCl/ H2O2/H2O 

1:1:5~1:1:500 

RCA-2 or 

SC-2 or 

HPM 

75~80 

Plastic tank 

with 

megasonics 

Heavy metals, alkali metals and 

metal hydroxides; leaves a 

protective chemical oxide film 

–OH 

DI Water Rinse  20~25   –OH 

The mixture of sulfuric acid (98%) and hydrogen peroxide (30%) at a variable volume 

ratio, known as Piranha or SPM, is commonly used in FEOL cleaning to remove organics, 

including photoresist, from silicon surfaces in the temperature range of 120~140 °C. SPM 

is a very strong oxidant, so it oxidizes organic contamination on silicon surfaces as well 

as oxidizes the silicon itself to form a thin oxide layer. Oxide surfaces have –OH group 
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termination; thus, an SPM-treated surface is hydrophilic (water loving). Typical mixture 

ratios for sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide are 4:1 ~ 2:1. 

The residual SPM solution on the wafer surface contains high concentrations of sulfate 

ions as well as removed organic contamination. Thus, removal of the residual SPM 

solution from the wafer surface by DI water rinsing is an important step during silicon 

processing.  

Dilute HF (DHF) solution is used to remove the chemical oxide formed during Piranha 

treatment at room temperature. The ratio between HF (49%) and water is typically 1:100. 

More dilute solutions, such as 1:1000, are being used in the advanced technology nodes 

beyond 22 nm because of the need for strict control of critical dimension (CD) loss. A 

mixture of NH4F (40% solution) and HF (49%), known as buffered HF (BHF) or 

buffered oxide etch (BOE), may be used in place of DHF. BHF (BOE) usually provides 

consistent oxide removal rates.  

A DHF-treated wafer surface is hydrophobic (water hating) due to oxide removal and 

exhibits –H termination. Hydrophobic surfaces tend to pick up organic and particulate 

contaminants from the air. Thus, a DHF-etched surface usually undergoes DI water 

rinsing, followed by further cleaning steps to remove particles. 

Following DHF treatment and DI water rinsing, SC-1 solution is used to removal 

particles from the surface. SC-1 stands for Standard Clean-1; it is a mixture of NH4OH 

(29%), H2O2 (30%), and H2O at varying volume ratios between 1:1:5 and 1:1:500. It is 

also known as an ammonium-peroxide mixture (APM). SC-1 solutions are very good at 
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removing particles from the surface by an “undercutting” mechanism. The hydrogen 

peroxide oxidizes the surface to form an oxide layer on silicon, and the ammonium 

hydroxide etches the oxide layer. Formation and etching of the oxide layer occur 

simultaneously, and particles are removed during the process. Usually, SC-1 is used in 

conjunction with megasonic irradiation, which helps in dislodging the particles from the 

surface. SC-1 also oxidizes light organics due to the presence of hydrogen peroxide. 

Megasonic irradiation creates active radicals, such as hydroxyl radicals (OH•)[8] and 

hydroperoxyl radicals (HO2•)[9], that are beneficial to the removal of organics. SC-1 

solution is capable of dissolving metallic Cu and Ag due to the oxidization of hydrogen 

peroxide, and it is also capable of complexing some metal ions such as Cu2+ and Ag+ due 

to hydroxide ions. Fe3+ and Al3+ form insoluble metal hydroxide in SC-1 and are not 

removed in SC-1. Due to the oxidizing effect of hydrogen peroxide, SC-1 cleaning leaves 

a hydrophilic thin oxide layer with –OH termination. It is important to rinse away 

residual SC-1 solution, which is alkaline in nature, with copious amounts of DI water 

before the next step. 

SC-2 stands for Standard Clean-2 and is a mixture of HCl (36.5%), H2O2 (30%), and 

H2O with varying volume ratios of 1:1:5~1:1:500, so it is also known as hydrochloric 

acid–hydrogen peroxide mixture (HPM). SC-2 solution is acidic and thus is able to 

dissolve metal particles as well as insoluble metallic hydroxide particles formed during 

SC-1 cleaning. Because of the presence of hydrogen peroxide, SC-2 can remove light 

organics and oxidize the silicon surface. The resultant surface after SC-2 cleaning is –OH 

terminated and hydrophilic. DI water is used to remove residual SC-2 solution from the 

wafer surface, followed by wafer drying. 
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1.3.2 Sulfate Adsorption 

As mentioned above, SPM is widely used during FEOL processing to removal organic 

contaminants. Residual SPM solution on the wafer surface contains high concentrations 

of sulfate ions as well as removed organic contamination. Thus, removal of residual SPM 

solution via DI water rinsing is an important step during silicon processing. 

Sulfate adsorption onto metal surfaces, such as Au, Pt, Ag, Rh, Cu, and Ir, has been 

studied extensively using in situ electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 

chronocoulometry, radioactive labeling, electrochemical quartz microbalance 

measurements, in situ infrared (IR) reflection absorption spectroscopy, and surface-

enhanced IR reflection absorption spectroscopy [10-16]. The adsorbed sulfate generally 

forms a well-ordered ( ) sulfate array, and water molecules are incorporated into 

the sulfate adlayer to possibly form hydrogen bonds between the sulfate anions. The 

structure of this sulfate adlayer with incorporated water molecules is shown below. 
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Figure 8 The ordered ( ) sulfate adlayer with two possible positions for 

incorporated water molecules (adapted from Ref. [13]) 

The main mechanisms for sulfate adsorption onto metal oxide and hydroxide surfaces are 

nonspecific adsorption and specific adsorption[17]; the former refers to electrostatic 

interactions, and the latter to the ligand exchange mechanism. During electrostatic 

adsorption, sulfate is mainly attracted to positively charged particle sites; thus, the higher 

the surface charge, the greater the adsorption. Nonspecific adsorption is affected by 

solution pH and ionic strength. Specific adsorption of sulfate primarily occurs on metal 

oxide/hydroxide surfaces through the ligand exchange mechanism. Figure 9 shows a 

schematic of sulfate adsorption onto an aluminum oxide/hydroxide surface. Sulfate can 

adsorb onto the surface, forming mononuclear species by displacing either (a) water or 
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(b) hydroxyl and (c) forming binuclear species with two neighboring atoms. Because –

OH is displaced, a more acidic solution would favor specific adsorption.  

 

Figure 9 Sulfate adsorption onto an example Al surface through the ligand exchange 

mechanism. (a) The sulfate ion displaces a water molecule from the surface of a 

positively charged particle; (b) the sulfate ion displaces a hydroxyl group; and (c) the 

sulfate ion displaces another hydroxyl group coordinated to the neighboring metal atom 

with the formation of a six-membered ring. (adapted from Ref. [17]) 

As discussed above, most of the literature explores sulfate adsorption onto metal oxide, 

metal hydroxide, and metal silicate surfaces. Deliberate studies using pure silicon dioxide 

surfaces are rare. Lee and Raghavan[18] reported on the adsorption of sulfate on a quartz 

surface using the QCM technique. Relatively large values (more than 10 monolayers) for 
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sulfate adsorption were measured for adsorption from a 5000 ppb sulfate solution at pH ~ 

3.4. However, a limitation of the above-referenced work is that the adsorption was 

calculated using the Sauerbrey equation, which only applies to rigid adsorbed layers. 

Sulfate adsorption in solution likely forms a viscoelastic layer, which calls for 

viscoelastic modeling of the adsorbed layer.  Sahai has proposed ways to estimate the 

adsorption enthalpy of monovalent cations and anions onto a silicon dioxide surface, and 

the enthalpy of adsorption of monovalent bisulfate ions onto neutral amorphous silicon 

dioxide surface sites is estimated to be −30 kJ/mole. 

The objective of this work is to use QCM-D to measure sulfate adsorption onto SiO2 

surfaces from sulfate-based solutions at a near neutral pH (6.8). The choice of a near 

neutral pH for this study was based on the fact that SiO2 is typically negatively charged 

under neutral pH conditions and that understanding the specific (non-electrostatic) 

adsorption of negatively charged sulfate ions is very critical for cleaning efficiency. 

1.4 BTA Adsorption onto Copper during Barrier CMP 

1.4.1 Interconnect Formation 

In the formation of interconnects as part of the back-end-of-line (BEOL) processing, 

aluminum was traditionally used. Aluminum interconnects were created by subtractive 

etching of blanket aluminum with a pattern defined by photoresist. In past decades, IC 

scaling and performance demands motivated the transition from aluminum to copper as 

the interconnect metal. The challenge with copper, however, is that it is not possible to 

pattern copper using traditional etching techniques because copper does not produce 
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volatile by-products during etching. In the 1990s, the damascene process was introduced 

by IBM as a means to form copper interconnects.  

The damascene process is an additive process. Figure 10 shows the general process flow 

for damascene. First, a dielectric is deposited and etched according to a defined 

photoresist pattern. To enhance productivity in modern damascene processes, the vias 

and lines are created at the same time by etching holes and trenches in the dielectric. This 

process is, therefore, called the dual-damascene process. Secondly, copper is deposited in 

both the vias and trenches at the same time. The optimal way to deposit copper is through 

electroplating. A seed layer of copper is deposited by means of physical vapor deposition 

before electroplating. Finally, the surface is planarized using CMP to remove the copper 

overburden. 

      

(a) Dielectric deposited  (b) Dielectric patterned 

      

(c) Copper deposited    (d) Overburden removed  

Figure 10 Dual-damascene process 

The challenge with copper is that it quickly diffuses into oxides and silicon. To prevent 

copper diffusion, a barrier layer has been adopted in the industry. A barrier layer is a thin 

Cu 

SiO2 

Si 
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layer of metal, typically consisting of tantalum and tantalum nitride, that prevents copper 

diffusion into the underlying oxide and provides good adhesion between copper and the 

dielectric. Figure 11 below shows a via structure, which shows the barrier layer and the 

copper fill. 

 

Figure 11 A typical via structure and barrier layer layout 

1.4.2 Copper and Barrier CMP 

A complete copper CMP process includes three steps: first, the copper overburden is 

removed, which is called bulk copper removal; second, the rest of the copper is 

completely removed, and CMP stops on the barrier layer in what is known as the buff 

process; finally, the barrier layer is removed during barrier CMP. The process flow for 

copper and barrier CMP is shown in Figure 12 below.  
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(a) Via structure     (b) Bulk copper removal 

  

(c) Buff      (d) Barrier CMP 

Figure 12 Copper and barrier CMP 

For bulk copper CMP, quick removal of the copper is desired to enhance productivity. 

Thus, a hard pad is typically adopted for bulk copper removal to achieve a higher 

removal rate. During copper buff CMP, the rest of the copper layer is removed by 

polishing the wafer on a soft pad designed for a lower copper removal rate but better 

defectivity control. Barrier CMP is also done with a soft pad by employing a different 

slurry. 
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Copper is an active metal, and copper CMP is a chemically dominated process rather than 

a mechanically dominated one. Thus, the copper CMP process is greatly affected by 

slurry. A typical copper slurry is acidic in nature and contains an oxidizer (such as 

hydrogen peroxide, nitric acid, ferric nitrate, potassium permanganate, dichromates, and 

iodate) to oxidize the copper surface for easy removal, a chelating agent (such as 

ammonia, amino acids, glycine, citrate) to stabilize the removed copper in solution and 

prevent redeposition of copper onto the substrate, abrasive particles, one or several 

surfactants to modify the particle surface and stabilize particles in the slurry, and a 

corrosion inhibitor (such as benzotriazole, 1,2,3-triazole) to provide necessary passivation 

for the low-lying regions during copper CMP.  

After copper removal, barrier CMP is used to remove the barrier layer. Barrier CMP 

needs to selectively remove the barrier rather than the copper so that the copper in the 

trench stays intact. Barrier CMP slurry is similar to copper slurry in that it also contains 

oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, chelating agents such as amino acids, citrate to 

stabilize the removed material in solution and prevent re-deposition on the substrate, 

abrasive particles, one or several surfactants to modify the particle surface and stabilize 

particles in the slurry, and a corrosion inhibitor to protect the trench copper from 

corrosion during barrier CMP. Barrier slurry is typically alkaline in nature. Corrosion 

inhibitor is also an integral component of barrier slurry; it is needed to protect the copper 

in the trench from corrosion during barrier CMP. 
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1.4.3 Benzotriazole (BTA) as a Corrosion Inhibitor 

Corrosion inhibitors are crucial in copper and barrier CMP slurry design, as they provide 

the necessary passivation for the low-lying regions. The most commonly used inhibitor in 

copper and barrier CMP slurries is benzotriazole (BTA). BTA is a heterocyclic 

compound containing three nitrogen atoms; its chemical formula is C6H5N3. It is 

generally denoted by BTAH, where H refers to the proton bonded with one of the three 

nitrogen atoms of the fused rings. The structure of BTA is shown in Figure 13. The bond 

between positions 1 and 2 and the one between positions 2 and 3 have proved to have the 

same bond properties. Moreover, the proton does not tightly bind to any of the nitrogen 

atoms but rather migrates rapidly between positions 1 and 3.  

 

Figure 13 BTA structure 

Therefore, BTA can lose a proton to acts as a weak acid or accept a proton to act as a 

weak base depending on pH, according to the following dissociation reactions [19]: 

BTAH = BTA− + H+,       pKa = 8.2              [7] 

BTAH2
+ = BTAH + H+,   pKa = 1                [8] 

Utilizing the lone-pair electrons, BTA can also bind to other species such as copper. The 

inhibition effect of BTA on copper corrosion has been extensively studied in the past few 

decades, and there is general agreement that the adsorbed film formed in solution is a 

multilayer film with a chemisorbed first layer. BTA forms two types of complexes with 

copper, Cu(I)-BTA and Cu(II)-BTA. The formation of Cu(I)-BTA is generally believed 
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to cause copper passivation[20-28]. Roberts[26] reported that Cu(I)-BTA could be 

oxidized slowly into Cu(II)-BTA. The inhibition efficiency of BTA is reported to be 

dependent on pH. It has been shown that BTA is not an effective inhibitor in strongly 

acidic media[29-31] and highly alkaline media[32]. It has also been reported that BTA is 

not effective at higher overpotentials [33, 34]. The inhibition effect of BTA is dependent 

on concentration and temperature. Yu et al.[35] measured the inhibition efficiency by 

immersing copper coupons in neutral DI water and monitoring aqueous cupric ions, and 

they showed that the inhibition efficiency of BTA increases with concentration (in the 

investigated range of 0~10 ppm) but decreases with temperature in the range of 30~90 

°C.  

To identify adsorbed/complexed BTA species, the nature of adsorbed BTA films has 

been studied extensively with surface analytical techniques, including IR reflectance 

spectroscopy[36, 37], Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)[38], ultraviolet 

photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)[37, 39], X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)[26, 

37, 40, 41], X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)[42], Raman spectroscopy[28, 43, 44], 

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)[45], scanning electron microscopy (SEM)[41, 

46], scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)[38, 39, 47-49], electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS)[50, 51],  and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)[52, 53]. 

It has been proposed that the Cu-BTA complex forms polymer-like structures [28, 36, 39, 

54], and many structures have been proposed, one of which is shown in Figure 14 below. 

BTA can adopt either of two orientations: vertical [37, 40, 42, 55, 56] or horizontal [57-

59]. The structure of these two orientations has also been modeled [60].  
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Figure 14 Cu-BTA complex (adapted from Ref. [21]) 

An E-pH diagram for copper in the presence of BTA was created with STABCAL, as 

shown in Figure 15. The calculation was done based on the thermodynamic data of BTA 

and copper species in the literature [19, 61], as listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Thermodynamic data for BTA species and copper species. Unless else indicated, 

all species are aqueous. 

Species ∆G0 (kJ/mole) Species ∆G0 (kJ/mole) 

Cu2+ 65.49 BTAH 218.8 

CuOH+ −126.36 BTAH2
+ 213.1 

Cu(OH)2 −324.16 BTA− 265.6 

Cu(OH)3
− −495.63 CuBTA (s) 227.9 

Cu(OH)4
2− −657.86   

CuO (s) −129.70   

Cu2O (s) −146.00   
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Figure 15 shows that Cu(I)-BTA complex is stable over a wide range of pH (2~11). 

During copper CMP, this passivation layer is constantly being removed as the surface is 

subjected to particle abrasion, but the low-lying regions are protected from corrosion. 

 

Figure 15 E-pH diagram for copper in the presence of BTA. All aqueous species assumed 

to be present in a 1 mM concentration. 

An E-pH diagram for the barrier layer (Ta/TaN) in the presence of BTA was created with 

STABCAL, as shown in Figure 16. Because BTA does not interact with Ta/TaN, the E-

pH diagram for the barrier layer is not affected by the presence of BTA. Thus, the only 

reason for BTA to be included in the barrier slurry is for copper protection in the trench. 

Typical barrier slurry is alkaline, which causes the barrier layer to form a softer oxide 

(Ta2O5, as shown in Figure 16), facilitating barrier removal. Under alkaline pH 

conditions, the main species of copper are copper oxides in the absence of BTA and a 

Cu-BTA complex in the presence of BTA, as shown in Figure 15. Thus, copper 

dissolution is minimized during barrier CMP. 
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Figure 16 E-pH diagram for a barrier layer (Ta/TaN) in the presence of BTA. E-pH 

diagram for BTA superimposed. All aqueous species assumed to be present in a 1 mM 

concentration. 

1.4.4 BTA Removal 

BTA adsorption and removal studies have been carried out that are relevant to 

copper/barrier CMP and post-CMP cleaning. BTA adsorption onto copper from 1000 

ppm BTA solution has been measured by Peters[62] with the QCM technique at two 

different pH values. BTA deposition at pH 5 was faster, with a deposited thickness of 70 

Å in 5 minutes, versus 40 Å at pH 11 over the same amount of time. 

Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) has been used to remove BTA. Venkatesh et 

al [63] documented BTA removal with TMAH by showing that the contact angle for 

BTA-treated copper was significantly reduced, from ~65° to ~10°, when treated with 

high-alkaline TMAH (pH  12.2~13.2). Potentiodynamic polarization of Cu, which 

showed the corrosion current was significantly increased when BTA-treated copper was 
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subjected to different concentrations of TMAH, confirmed that BTA is removed with 

TMAH. BTA removal with TMAH was also investigated by Peters[62, 64] using the 

QCM method, and it was found that highly alkaline TMAH (pH 14) removes BTA at a 

rate of 150 Å/min, much faster than an acidic citrate solution (pH 4) at a rate of 20 

Å/min. However, using this high-pH solution could jeopardize the performance of low-k 

dielectrics. BTA removal with a cleaner containing 1,2,4-triazole (TAZ) was studied with 

open circuit potential (OCP) measurements by Peters[62, 64], and it was shown that TAZ 

was able to displace BTA from a copper surface at a fairly high rate (~100 Å/min) and 

TAZ was easier to remove compared with BTA during post-CMP cleaning. Oxalate 

solution at a pH of 4 was shown by Peters[62] to remove BTA at a rate of 120 Å/min, and 

it also removes the underlying Cu2O film.  

1.4.5 Objective 

As noted above, most of the literature on the inhibitory effect of BTA and on BTA 

adsorption studies is based on equilibrium adsorption and ex situ measurements, where a 

copper sample is treated with BTA either in solution or in vacuum/air, followed by 

characterization techniques. However, barrier CMP is a dynamic process and is typically 

complete in 1 or 2 min; thus, in situ measurements of BTA adsorption at alkaline pH 

levels are preferred because they are more relevant. Also of note, most of the published 

literature investigates BTA in the absence of hydrogen peroxide, which is an integral 

component of copper slurry and barrier slurry. Finally, the focus of the literature is 

generally on describing chemisorption or physisorption, not on the physical properties of 

the film.   
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This work aims to address these issues. BTA adsorption under alkaline conditions was 

studied in situ using experiments lasting several minutes to provide more relevant data 

for barrier polishing. Attempts will be made to form a specific type of oxide, either Cu2O 

or CuO, making it possible to draw clear conclusions. The effect of the addition of 

hydrogen peroxide will be addressed. In addition, the physical nature of the adsorbed 

BTA film in terms of its rigidity will be characterized with QCM-D. The removal of the 

adsorbed BTA layer by in situ rinsing with selected chemicals such as TMAH and 

hydroxamic acids will be addressed as well to provide fundamental insight into post-

CMP cleaning. Hydroxamic acids are a class of organic compounds that contain the 

functional group RC(O)N(OH)R', with R and R' as organic residues and CO as a carbonyl 

group. Acetohydroxamic acid (AHA, CH3-CO-NH-OH) is the simplest form of 

hydroxamic acid, where R=R’=H. The structure of AHA is shown below. AHA can be 

used as a metal chelator[65-70]. It has one replaceable hydrogen atom with a pKa of 

9.3[65, 69, 71, 72]. The acetohydroxamate ion forms a 1:1 and 2:1 complex with cupric 

ions with a stability constant of 107.9 and 1014, respectively[65].  

 

Figure 17 Structures of acetohydroxamic acid 
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1.4.6 Experimental Set-up 

1.4.6.1 Copper Deposition on Quartz Crystals 

AT-cut quartz crystals with a fundamental frequency (f0) of 5 MHz were purchased from 

Biolin Scientific Inc. The standard crystal is gold coated and consists of a quartz disk 14 

mm in diameter with gold electrodes that are sputtered on both sides using a chromium 

adhesion layer. The surface roughness of the gold was 0.9 ± 0.2 nm (RMS), as measured 

by atomic force microscopy (AFM).  

In this study, copper-coated crystals produced using e-beam deposition of 200 nm of 

copper onto the active side of standard crystals were used. The surface roughness of the 

copper film was less than 3 nm, as measured by AFM. 

Electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) is a type of physical vapor deposition 

(PVD) in which a target material is bombarded with an electron beam under ultrahigh 

vacuum. The electron beam is produced by a charged tungsten filament and then 

accelerated to a high kinetic energy and directed toward the target material. Upon 

bombardment, the kinetic energy of the electron beam is transformed into thermal energy, 

which heats up the target material, causing it to melt or sublimate. Once the temperature 

is sufficiently high and the system is under vacuum, a vapor will result. The vapor then 

precipitates into solid form to coat everything in the vacuum chamber (within line of 

sight).  
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In this study, EBPVD of copper was performed in an Edwards Auto 306 E-beam 

Evaporator, as shown in Figure 18. The Edwards Auto 306 is an electron-beam 

evaporation system used for deposition of ultrapure metal films as well as fused silica. 

Fully reproducible parameters provide consistent, repeatable deposition results. Common 

metals deposited using this system include Au, Cu, Ti, and Cr. The system can deposit up 

to four different materials in series during the same run. The Edwards Auto 306 is most 

suitable for depositing uniform films with thicknesses of a few nanometers to a micron. 

Crystals were mounted on circular disk holders that were then mounted on a rotary 

substrate holder (Figure 19), which was placed inside on the ceiling of the chamber. A 

copper target was placed in a graphite-lined crucible that was set in the crucible pocket at 

the bottom of the chamber. After the chamber pressure was pumped down to the 1.0 E−6 

Torr range, the beam was optimized with the focal point at the center of the target 

material. The beam sweep was turned on to oscillate the beam on the target material for a 

more uniform melt. After the voltage was set to ~4.5 kV and the current was ramped up 

to ~ 50 mA, the shutter covering the target was opened, and deposition was started. A 

typical deposition rate for copper is ~ 0.4 nm/s. The deposited thickness was recorded in 

real time, and the process was stopped automatically once the set value for thickness was 

achieved. The final thickness of the deposited copper was ~200 nm, with a RMS 

roughness of ~3 nm, as measured by AFM. An adhesion layer of titanium with a 

thickness of ~10 nm was deposited prior to the copper deposition. The titanium was 

deposited with a current of ~72 mA and a voltage of 4.81 kV at a rate of 0.07 nm/s. 
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Figure 18 Edwards Auto 306 E-beam Evaporator (photo courtesy of the Micro/Nano Fab 

Center (MFC) at the University of Arizona) 

 

Figure 19 Rotary substrate holder with crystal holders mounted. 
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1.4.6.2 BTA Adsorption 

All adsorption and cleaning experiments were done with Q-Sense E1 (Biolin Scientific 

Inc.), the details of which were described in 1.2.3. Before each test, the copper-coated 

quartz crystal was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and dried with N2. Then, it was 

subjected to ~20 min of etching in dilute pH 5 HCl to remove the native oxide, and DI 

water was used to displace the acid. A baseline was taken in a blank TMAH solution 

before the sample solution containing BTA was introduced for the adsorption study. Each 

test finished with rinsing with either TMAH or cleaning agents. Real-time data collection 

was achieved with Q-soft®, and the data analysis was done with Q-Tools®. The details of 

Q-soft® and Q-Tools® are described in 1.2.3.  

1.4.6.3 Copper Crystal Regeneration 

After the BTA adsorption tests, the used crystals were collected, cleaned, and renewed 

for re-use. The cleaning and renewing procedure used were as follows: 

1. BTA was removed from used crystals with an oxygen plasma in Plasma Preen II – 

862, shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 

(1) The chamber was conditioned for 3 min 

(2) The crystals were cleaned for 2 min 
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2. Copper was removed from the crystal surface by wet chemical etching 

(1) Copper was removed in a 1% ammonium persulfate solution, which etches copper 

but does not etch titanium 

(2) The crystals were rinsed with DI water and dried with nitrogen gas 

3. The crystals were renewed by depositing copper in an Edwards Auto 306 E-beam 

Evaporator. 

 

Figure 20 Plasma Preen II - 862* (photo courtesy of the Micro/Nano Fab Center at the 

University of Arizona) 
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1.5 Explanation of Dissertation Format 

This dissertation has been prepared in accordance with the format prescribed by the 

University of Arizona Graduate College Manual for Electronic Theses and Dissertations 

and is consistent with the formatting requirements of the Department of Chemical and 

Environmental Engineering. 

This work is presented in three chapters and two appendices. Chapter 1 addresses the 

problem and its context, as well as provides the literature review. The main findings and 

key results of the research described in the two appendices are summarized in Chapter 2. 

The future work is presented in Chapter 3. The contributions to each manuscript are 

summarized here. 

Appendix A: Sulfate Adsorption onto and Desorption from Silicon Dioxide Films 

All sulfate adsorption and desorption experiments on silicon dioxide–coated quartz 

crystals were performed by the author under the guidance of Dr. Srini Raghavan. 

Solution preparation and pH measurements were performed by the author. Quartz crystal 

cleaning with UV/ozone was performed by the author. The QCM-D E1 system cleaning 

and maintenance, data collection, and analysis were done by the author. The author also 

wrote the manuscript, and Dr. Srini Raghavan reviewed and edited it. Silicon dioxide–

coated quartz crystals were purchased from Biolin Scientific Inc. 
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Appendix B: Quantification and Characterization of Adsorbed BTA on Copper 

Surfaces under Conditions Relevant to Barrier CMP 

All BTA adsorption and removal tests on copper-coated quartz crystals were performed 

by the author under the guidance of Dr. Srini Raghavan. Solution preparation and pH 

measurements were done by the author. Copper crystals were obtained by electron-beam 

physical vapor deposition of copper in an Edwards Auto 306 E-beam Evaporator. 

Deposition was done by the author with the help of Gregg Cure in the clean room facility 

at the University of Arizona. The cleaning of used crystals with an oxygen plasma was 

performed by the author in the clean room facility at the University of Arizona. The X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis was performed by Paul Lee in the Department of 

Chemistry & Biochemistry at the University of Arizona. The QCM-D E1 system cleaning 

and maintenance, data collection, and analysis were done by the author. The manuscript 

was prepared by the author and reviewed and edited by Dr. Srini Raghavan.  
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CHAPTER 2: PRESENT STUDY 

The experimental methods, results, and conclusions of my studies are presented in the 

appendices. The following is a summary of the most significant findings in each of the 

studies reported in the first two appendices. 

2.1 Appendix A: Sulfate Adsorption onto and Desorption from Silicon Dioxide 

Films 

Sulfuric acid, especially in a mixture with hydrogen peroxide, is a commonly used 

chemical in the surface preparation of silicon. Removal of adsorbed sulfate-based 

contaminants by DI water rinsing is an important step during silicon processing. The 

objective of this study is to utilize a quartz crystal microbalance technique with 

dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) to measure sulfate adsorption onto and desorption from 

SiO2 surfaces.  

The model SiO2 surface was created by sputter deposition of 300 nm of silicon dioxide 

onto the active side of a standard quartz crystal. The roughness of the sputtered SiO2 is 

1.2 ± 0.1 nm. All experiments were done with Q-Sense E1 (Biolin Scientific Inc.), which 

has the ability to simultaneously measure frequency change and dissipation (QCM-D) at 

different overtones of the fundamental frequency. 

Sulfate adsorption was studied in the form of potassium sulfate and sodium sulfate in 

solution at near neutral pH (~6.8). Adsorption studies indicate that the total amount 

adsorbed increases (close to linearly) with concentration for both potassium and sodium 
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sulfate solutions. The amount adsorbed in sodium-based solutions is slightly larger than 

in potassium-based solutions. Because SiO2 surfaces are negatively charged at a neutral 

pH, it is possible for cations to adsorb onto SiO2, in addition to sulfate adsorption.  To 

correct for cation adsorption, measurements were conducted in sodium chloride and 

potassium chloride solutions at near neutral pH (∼6.8). The amounts adsorbed from the 

sodium chloride and potassium chloride solutions were the results of sodium adsorption 

and potassium adsorption, respectively. Sulfate adsorption from potassium and sodium 

sulfate solutions was corrected by subtracting the amount of potassium and sodium 

adsorbed, respectively. After correction, the amount of sulfate adsorbed from both 

sodium adsorption and potassium adsorption were consistent for concentrations up to 0.3 

M.  

The sulfate ion uptake varied linearly with sulfate concentration in the range of 0.01 M to 

0.6 M. Experimental results indicate that the adsorption from Na2SO4 and K2SO4 

solutions at a pH of 6.8 results in the formation of a multilayer sulfate film with co-

adsorption of hydrated Na+ or K+ ions.  

The effect of temperature on ion (sulfate and cations) adsorption was investigated in the 

range of 22 ~ 50 °C. Adsorption decreased with increasing temperature at all 

concentrations, indicating that the co-adsorption of sulfates and cations is exothermic. 

Using the limited number of data points, the heat of adsorption was calculated to be ∼ 

−15 kJ/mole and ∼ −11 kJ/mole for adsorption from Na2SO4 and K2SO4 solutions, 

respectively. 
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Desorption studies were conducted by flowing DI water at the end of adsorption. The 

desorption constant was obtained by analyzing the real-time surface concentration 

decrease with respect to time. The first-order rate constant for sulfate desorption with DI 

water was approximately 0.04 s−1 and 0.12 s−1 for flow rates of 0.2 mL/min and 1.0 

mL/min, respectively. The effect of temperature on desorption with DI water was also 

studied, and the results indicate that a DI water temperature in the range of 22 to 50 °C 

does not have a significant influence on the rate of desorption of sulfate ions. While this 

result seems to downplay the importance of hot DI water rinsing, it must be stated that 

the highest temperature investigated (50 °C) is much lower than that used in 

semiconductor processing fabs (>70 °C). 

2.2 Appendix B: Quantification and Characterization of Adsorbed BTA on 

Copper Surfaces under Conditions Relevant to Barrier CMP 

In the formation of copper interconnects by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), 

barrier polishing is typically carried out using alkaline slurries containing copper 

corrosion inhibitors. Benzotriazole (BTA) has been the inhibitor of choice in such 

slurries. The effect of BTA on copper corrosion has been extensively studied in the past 

few decades, and there is general agreement that the adsorbed film is a multilayer film 

with a chemisorbed first layer. However, simultaneous real-time measurement of the 

amount of BTA adsorbed and characterization of the nature of the adsorbed film 

(rigid/viscoelastic) has received very little attention. The objective of this work is to 

measure in situ BTA adsorption onto copper surfaces under alkaline conditions that 

mimic barrier CMP and to characterize the nature of the adsorbed film in the presence of 
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hydrogen peroxide using a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring 

(QCM-D). Specifically, emphasis will be placed on monitoring the rigidity of the 

adsorbed film during adsorption and rinsing with selected chemicals, such as TMAH and 

hydroxamic acids. 

The model copper surface was created by e-beam deposition of 200 nm of copper onto 

the active side of a standard quartz crystal. The roughness of the finished surface is ~3 

nm. All experiments were done with a Q-Sense E1 (Biolin Scientific Inc.), which has the 

ability to simultaneously measure frequency change and dissipation (QCM-D) at different 

overtones of the fundamental frequency. 

Three cases were studied. Case 1 and 2 involve BTA adsorption onto Cu2O and CuO, 

respectively, whereas case 3 involves BTA adsorption onto Cu2O in the presence of 

H2O2. 

For Case 1, the adsorption of BTA onto Cu2O was studied by flowing a series of TMAH 

solutions with increasing concentrations of BTA (20, 50, 100, and 200 ppm), with each 

solution contacting the crystal for 2 min. Baseline was taken in a TMAH solution (pH 10) 

after a 6 min exposure. The results show that adsorption is rapid, and the large frequency 

change of 12 Hz indicates significant adsorption (~ 210 ng/cm2). Meanwhile, the 

dissipations factors are close to zero, indicating that the adsorbed BTA layer is rigid. At 

the end of the adsorption experiment, BTA-free TMAH solution (i.e., baseline solution) 

was used to desorb BTA from the surface.  ∆f increases only slightly, which indicates 

that rinsing with TMAH at the end of the process does not remove much of the adsorbed 

BTA. The Sauerbrey equation was used to calculate the adsorbed amount of BTA on 
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Cu2O. The mass of BTA adsorbed was also converted to the number of equivalent 

monolayers of BTA. The results show that the number of equivalent monolayers of BTA 

is more than 3 for the vertical orientation at the end of adsorption or more than 6 for the 

horizontal orientation. 

For case 2, the adsorption of BTA onto CuO was studied by flowing a series of H2O2 

solutions with increasing concentrations of BTA (20, 50, 100, and 200 ppm), with each 

solution contacting the crystal for ~ 2 min. Baseline was taken in a H2O2 solution (pH 10, 

adjusted with TMAH) after a 4 min exposure. The results show that adsorption is slow. 

The small frequency change of ~ 3 Hz indicates much less adsorption (~ 40 ng/cm2) 

compared with Cu2O. Meanwhile, the dissipation factors are close to zero, which 

indicates that the adsorbed BTA layer is rigid. At the end of the adsorption experiment, 

BTA-free H2O2 solution (i.e., baseline solution) was used to desorb BTA from the 

surface. The results clearly show that ∆f increased, which indicates that the adsorbed 

BTA was rinsed away; ∆f then decreased again, which was likely due to re-oxidation of 

the exposed copper surface by H2O2. Compared with Cu (I), the bonding between Cu (II) 

and BTA was weak. The Sauerbrey equation was used to calculate the amount of 

adsorbed BTA on CuO. The mass of BTA adsorbed was also converted to the number of 

equivalent monolayers of BTA. The results show that the corresponding number of 

equivalent monolayers of BTA was less than one for the vertical orientation at the end of 

adsorption and ~ 1.2 layers for the horizontal orientation. 

During a real copper and barrier CMP process, the slurry used contains both BTA and 

hydrogen peroxide.  During CMP, the copper surface is exposed simultaneously to BTA 
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and hydrogen peroxide, while the oxide and/or oxide-BTA complex formed are 

constantly removed by polishing to reveal fresh copper. Therefore, to mimic this 

situation, it is reasonable to examine BTA adsorption onto Cu2O in the presence of 

hydrogen peroxide to determine—between Cu2O oxidation by H2O2 and Cu2O 

complexation with BTA—which one is dominant. This is Case 3. In this case, the 

adsorption of BTA onto Cu2O was studied by flowing a series of H2O2 solutions (pH 

adjusted with TMAH) with increasing concentrations of BTA (20, 50, 100, and 200 

ppm), with each solution contacting the crystal for ~ 2 min. Baseline was taken in a 

TMAH solution (pH 10) after a 6 min exposure. The results show that ∆f dropped sharply 

when BTA- and H2O2-containing TMAH solution came into contact with Cu2O, which is 

due to the combined effect on Cu2O of oxidization by H2O2 and BTA adsorption. It is 

impossible to separate the individual effect of BTA adsorption from the total mass 

increase. However, between the oxidation of Cu2O by H2O2 and BTA adsorption onto 

Cu2O, the latter may be considered dominant in competing for Cu2O. This is because of 

the following: if the oxidation of Cu2O by H2O2 is faster than the complexation between 

BTA and Cu2O, the surface would be changed into CuO, and the adsorption would be 

much smaller, which is not the case here. Based on this, the mass increase is primarily 

due to the adsorption of BTA. Meanwhile, the dissipations factors are small (<0.5), which 

indicates that the adsorbed BTA layer is rigid. At the end of the adsorption experiment, 

TMAH solution (i.e., baseline solution) was used to desorb BTA from the surface.  ∆f 

increases only slightly, which indicates that rinsing with TMAH at the end does not 

remove much of the adsorbed BTA. This indicates the surface is predominantly Cu(I)-

BTA complex, as it has been shown to be stable. The Sauerbrey equation was used to 
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calculate the adsorbed amount of BTA. The mass of BTA adsorbed was also converted to 

the number of equivalent monolayers of BTA. The results show that the corresponding 

number of equivalent monolayers of BTA is ~ 3 for the vertical orientation at the end of 

adsorption and ~6.5 for the horizontal orientation, which are similar to Case 1, further 

indicating BTA complexation with Cu2O prevails over oxidation of Cu2O by H2O2. 

BTA removal was studied within the framework of Case 3. At the end of the adsorption 

experiment, an acetohydroxamic acid solution (pH 10, adjusted with TMAH) was used to 

remove BTA from the surface. Acetohydroxamic acid (AHA, CH3-CO-NH-OH) can be 

used as a metal chelator[65-70]. It has one replaceable hydrogen atom with a pKa of 

9.3[65, 69, 71, 72]. The acetohydroxamate ion forms a 1:1 and 2:1 complex with cupric 

ions with a stability constant of 107.9 and 1014, respectively. The feasibility of the removal 

of BTA by AHA may be represented by the following reaction: 

                              (1) 

where Cu(BTA)(s) represents the Cu(I)-BTA complex as a solid, HL represents neutral 

AHA, represents dissociated AHA, represents the soluble complex Cu(II)-

AHA, and the dissolved oxygen in solution is ~ 8 ppm at room temperature. 

 

For an AHA concentration of 1 ppm,  and  concentration of ~ 10 nM, this 

reaction is characterized by a negative standard Gibbs free energy of change of 

 and, hence, is thermodynamically favorable.  

For an adsorbed amount of 174 ng/cm2 (based on a frequency change of ~10.5 Hz) of 

BTA (equivalent to 2.7 vertical layers), TMAH removed ~38 ng/cm2 of BTA (equivalent 
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to 0.6 vertical layers). This slight removal is from the physisorbed BTA layer. When 1 

ppm AHA solution (pH 10, in TMAH) was flowed past the surface rinsed with TMAH, 

∆f values increased linearly with time, indicating progressive BTA removal. Rinsing with 

a solution of 1 ppm AHA after TMAH rinsing appeared to completely remove BTA in 

~10 min.  
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CHAPTER 3: FUTURE WORK 

This dissertation presents a systematic study of contamination measurement and control 

during silicon processing using two examples of two types of contamination that were 

studied using a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). 

Sulfate adsorption onto a silicon dioxide surface is an example of ionic contamination in 

the front-end-of-line (FEOL) cleaning process. Adsorbed sulfates on silicon dioxide 

resulted in the formation of multilayers with the co-adsorption of cations. This multilayer 

was also shown to be viscoelastic in nature.  

BTA adsorption onto copper surfaces is an example of organic contamination during 

back-end-of-line (BEOL) processing, specifically, during chemical mechanical 

planarization (CMP). The adsorption of BTA was shown to form rigid compact layers on 

copper surfaces. The QCM-D results showed that BTA adsorption was highly dependent 

on the oxidation state of copper, and Cu(I)-BTA was shown to be the main passivation 

factor.  

This dissertation has demonstrated the strength and versatility of QCM-D for surface-

related studies. QCM-D distinguishes itself as a highly sensitive technique for detecting 

below-monolayer adsorption that provides real-time measurements under flow 

conditions. On the basis of the current work, it is desirable to expand the work in the 

following areas and to apply the QCM-D technique to other semiconductor processing 

applications: 
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1. Use QCM-D to study sulfate adsorption under acidic pH 

The current work involving sulfate adsorption was performed under natural conditions in 

which the silicon dioxide surface develops a negative charge in neutral pH conditions. 

Sulfate adsorption was shown to be significant, resulting in the formation of multilayers. 

However, SPM is strongly acidic. Thus, it would be of interest to look at sulfate 

adsorption under acidic pH.  The percentage positive sites would be increased under 

acidic conditions, and it is expected sulfate adsorption would be enhanced. 

2. Use QCM-D to study III-V compound etching  

Because of their promise as next-generation semiconductor materials, information on 

etching III-V compounds is highly sought after. QCM-D provides the ideal tool for real-

time measurement of the etch rate. QCM-D would be a particularly useful tool for 

screening wet chemistries for etching III-V compounds. 

3. Use QCM-D to study surfactant adsorption 

Surfactants are widely used in silicon processing wet chemistries. Based on frequency 

measurement and dissipation monitoring, QCM-D not only senses surface adsorption but 

also can detect surface reactions. Surfactant adsorption on a surface and crosslinking 

(releasing of water) are easily measured with QCM-D.  
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4. Combine QCM-D with electrochemical techniques 

With electrochemical accessories, it is possible to connect QCM-D to a potentialstat. By 

depositing materials of interest onto a quartz crystal and using it as an electrode, it is 

possible to investigate the electrochemical behavior while monitoring the mass and 

dissipation changes of the electrode. 
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Abstract 

Sulfate ion adsorption onto and desorption from silicon dioxide surface has been 

investigated using a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring capability 

(QCM-D). A viscoelastic model was used to calculate adsorption/desorption amount. 

Experimental results indicate that the adsorption from Na2SO4 and K2SO4 solutions at a 

pH of 6.8 results in the formation of a multilayer sulfate film with co-adsorption of Na+ 

or K+ ions. Sulfate ion uptake varied linearly with sulfate concentration in the range 0.01 

M to 0.6 M. The first order rate constant for sulfate desorption with DI water is 

approximately 0.04 s−1 and 0.12 s−1 for flow rates of 0.2 mL/min and 1.0 mL/min, 

respectively. 
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Introduction 

Sulfuric acid, especially in a mixture with hydrogen peroxide, is a commonly used 

chemical in the surface preparation of silicon. Removal of adsorbed sulfate based 

contaminants by DI rinsing is an important step during silicon processing. While sulfate 

adsorption onto metal surfaces, such as Au, Pt, Ag, Cu, has been studied extensively1-3, 

measurement of sulfate adsorption onto dielectric surfaces has received only scant 

attention. In this study, sulfate adsorption onto and desorption from SiO2 surfaces was 

measured using a quartz crystal microbalance technique with dissipation monitoring 

capability (QCM-D).       

Since the pioneering work of Sauerbrey in 19594, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 

technique has become widely used as a thickness monitor for vacuum deposition. The 

QCM consists of a piezoelectric quartz crystal with gold electrodes deposited on both 

sides. Voltage is applied to oscillate the crystal at a specific frequency. When the added 

mass is small, evenly distributed and rigidly coupled to the crystal, mass change can be 

related to the frequency change of the crystal via the well-known Sauerbrey equation: 

                                                 [1] 

where   is the fundamental oscillation frequency of the quartz crystal (Hz), n is the 

order of its overtones,  is the frequency change of the nth overtone,  is the mass 

change,  is quartz density (2.648 g·cm−3),  is the elastic shear modulus of quartz 

(2.947x1011 g·cm−1·s−2) and An is piezoelectrically active crystal area.   
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In the only reported work5 on the adsorption of sulfate on quartz surface using QCM 

technique, relatively large values (more than 10 monolayers) of sulfate adsorption were 

measured at 5000 ppb sulfate in solution of pH~ 3.4. One of the limitations of above 

referenced work is that the adsorption was calculated using Sauerbrey equation, which 

only applies to rigid adsorbed layers. No attempt was made in this paper to determine if 

the adsorbed layers are rigid or viscoelastic in nature.   

The adsorption of some compounds such as surfactants and polymers in liquid 

environment normally results in an adsorbed film that does not couple well to the crystal 

oscillation, rendering the Sauerbrey relation invalid. These types of films are viscoelastic 

in nature and need to be analyzed with a dashpot/spring model. The most commonly used 

model for viscoelastic films is the Kelvin-Voigt model that consists of a spring and a 

dashpot in parallel. 

In measurements of viscoelastic films, it is necessary to measure the energy dissipation to 

fully characterize the attached mass. The dissipation factor (D) is the ratio of the energy 

dissipated per cycle by damping processes to the energy stored. Small D indicates lower 

energy dissipation relative to energy stored and the crystal oscillation lasts longer. Large 

D means higher energy dissipation and the oscillation dies out more rapidly6. 

During QCM-D measurement of an adsorbed film, a drive signal is supplied to oscillate 

the crystal and then turned off to record the decay. Due to different vibrational coupling 

of the adsorbed film to the crystal, a rigidly attached film is expected to produce a long-

lived decay, while a loosely attached (“soft”) film a short-lived decay. The decay is 

numerically fitted to calculate the dissipation factor (D). With QCM-D technique that is 
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capable of recording multiple harmonic responses, if the adsorbed film is rigid, the 

frequency shifts at different harmonics would overlap (∆fn/n is constant) and Sauerbrey 

equation is valid. If the film is “soft”, different harmonics will have different responses 

and the observed frequency shifts would diverge. In this case, viscoelastic modelling, 

which considers all of the different harmonic responses (∆fn/n, ∆Dn) is needed. 

The standard procedure for a QCM-D measurement is to obtain baseline data in pure 

solvent, and then measure frequency response in sample solution containing solute. The 

QCM-D crystal senses not only the adsorbed film but also the fluid above the film, thus 

bulk fluid properties affect crystal response. If bulk properties, density and viscosity, of 

solvent and solution are the same, frequency response is fully due to adsorption of solute 

onto crystal; however, significant differences between solvent and solution bulk 

properties could also induce frequency change in addition to adsorption. This is called 

bulk effect, and is normally neglected since most tests use low concentrations of solute, 

which do not affect the bulk solution properties very much.     

In the work reported in this manuscript, the adsorption of sulfate from sodium and 

potassium sulfate solutions at pH ~ 6.8 onto sputtered SiO2 films has been investigated 

using a QCM-D technique. The choice of near neutral pH for this study was based on the 

fact that SiO2 is typically negatively charged under neutral pH conditions, and 

understanding of any specific (non-electrostatic) adsorption of negatively charged sulfate 

ions is very critical for cleaning efficiency. 
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Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Potassium sulfate (K2SO4; ACS reagent, >99.0%), potassium chloride (KCl: Bioxtra, > 

99.0%), and sodium chloride (NaCl; Reagentplus, >99%), were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4; ACS reagent, >99.0%) was bought from E.S.P 

Chemical Inc. All solutions were made using DI water of resistivity 18.2 MΩ∙cm 

provided by University of Arizona clean room facility. Solution pH was adjusted using 

H2SO4/ HCl and NaOH/KOH. 

AT-cut quartz crystals with a fundamental frequency (f0) of 5 MHz were purchased from 

Biolin Scientific Inc. The standard crystal is gold coated, consisting of a quartz disk of      

14 mm diameter with gold electrodes that are sputtered on both sides using a chromium 

adhesion layer. In this study, silica coated crystals obtained by sputter deposition of 300 

nm silicon dioxide onto the active side of standard crystals were used. The surface 

roughness of films was 1.2 ± 0.1 nm as measured by AFM.  

Methods 

All experiments were done with Q-Sense E1 (Biolin Scientific Inc.) that has the ability to 

simultaneously measure frequency change and dissipation (QCM-D) at different 

overtones of the fundamental frequency. The E1 system consists of a flow module, which 

holds the crystal and provides temperature controlled environment to the crystal and 

liquid.  The presence of a serpentine-shaped flow path inside the flow module allows the 
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sample liquid to stabilize at the set temperature before reaching the crystal. Solutions 

were pumped through the flow module using a peristaltic pump at a flow rate between 0.2 

to 1.0 mL/min.  Real time frequency and dissipation data were collected using Qsoft401® 

software, provided by Biolin Scientific Inc.  

Before each experiment, silica crystal was cleaned as follows. First, it was treated with 

UV/ozone for 20 minutes, then rinsed well with DI water, dried with nitrogen gas, and 

finally treated with UV/ozone for another 20 minutes. After the crystal was loaded into 

the flow module, it was cleaned, together with the flow system, by flowing ~ 2% 

hydrogen peroxide at 30 °C for at least 20 minutes followed by copious DI water rinsing. 

Before starting any experiment, the resonant frequencies of the crystal were found. 

Baseline measurement was then taken in DI water, which was drawn through the system 

at a desired flow rate and allowed to stabilize at the set temperature. Sample solution was 

then introduced into the flow module to allow adsorption to occur. The adsorbate was 

then desorbed by reintroducing DI water into the system.  

Q-Tools® software (Biolin Scientific Inc.) uses viscoelastic modeling to analyze the 

properties of adsorbed films. Specifically, the data are fitted to Kevin-Voigt model. The 

inputs to the model are the density and viscosity of the liquid medium and an estimate of 

density of the adsorbed film. The values for output parameters, viscosity, shear modulus 

and mass (thickness) are floated in a predetermined range. Q-Tools® uses these range of 

parameters to predict the frequency response according to the Kevin-Voigt model and 

compares it to the experimentally measured response to determine the quality of fit. 
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Many iterations are typically performed until a good fit is achieved with a low chi-

squared value. 

Results & Discussion 

Adsorption from Potassium Sulfate and Sodium Sulfate Solutions 

Density and viscosity of sodium and potassium sulfate solutions of different 

concentrations are shown in Table 3. Since NaCl and KCl solutions were also used for 

baseline measurements, data for these solutions are also provided in this table. Based on 

the data in this table, ‘bulk effect’ mentioned in the background may be considered 

insignificant except for Na2SO4 solutions at high concentrations (>0.4 M).  

Table 3 Bulk densities and viscosities of test solutions at 20 °C* 

K2SO4 Na2SO4 KCl NaCl 

c ρ η c ρ η c ρ η c ρ η 

0.12 1.01 1.02 0.04 1.00 1.01 0.14 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.01 

0.24 1.03 1.05 0.14 1.02 1.06 0.41 1.02 1.00 0.35 1.01 1.04 

0.30 1.04 1.06 0.22 1.03 1.09 0.55 1.02 1.00 0.52 1.02 1.05 

0.36 1.05 1.07 0.29 1.03 1.13 0.69 1.03 1.00 0.70 1.03 1.07 

0.42 1.06 1.09 0.37 1.04 1.16 0.84 1.04 0.99 0.89 1.03 1.09 

0.62 1.08 1.13 0.60 1.07 1.29 1.28 1.06 0.99 1.26 1.05 1.12 

*c is concentration, mole/l; ρ is density, g∙cm−3; η is viscosity, mPa∙s. The density and 

viscosity of pure water at 20 °C are 0.9982 g∙cm−3 and 1.002 mPa∙s respectively. Values 

are taken from CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics7 
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Figure 21 shows an example of the real time frequency and dissipation recordings for 

adsorption from 0.2 M K2SO4 solution followed by rinsing with DI water. This 

experiment was conducted at a liquid flow rate of 0.2 mL/min and temperature of 22°C. 

The sequence of the experiment was as follows: (i) DI flowed through the flow module 

for about 14 min, (ii) switched to flowing sulfate solution at 14 min, and (iii) switched to 

flowing DI water at 26 min. The dissipation and frequency shift data were collected at 

harmonic frequencies of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65 MHz. The divergent frequency shifts for 

different harmonics indicate an adsorbed film that is viscoelastic in nature. 
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Figure 21 Real time frequency changes and dissipation recordings for adsorption from 

0.2 M K2SO4 solution (pH~ 6.8) at 0.2 mL/min and 22°C. Red curves are dissipation 

(∆D); blues are frequency (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, ♢-11th, ◁-13th. 
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The frequency shifts during the equilibration of SiO2 with sodium sulfate and potassium 

sulfate solutions of different concentrations at pH~6.8 are shown in Figure 22. The 

plotted values are averages of three independent measurements. Since it is possible that 

both the cation and sulfate anion could adsorb on SiO2, it is important to correct for 

cation adsorption, if any. To do this, adsorption tests were conducted in sodium chloride 

and potassium chloride solutions at near neutral pH (~6.8). Since chloride ions are not 

known to specifically adsorb onto silica at pH values above IEP (~pH 2-3), any measured 

adsorption would be due to only cations. The results obtained in chloride solutions are 

also plotted in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22 Frequency shifts (of the third harmonic) in sulfate and chloride solutions as a 

function of solution concentration. (Temperature 22 °C; pH ~ 6.8). 
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The adsorbed amounts calculated by viscoelastic modeling (Kelvin-Vogt model) using 

Qtools® are shown in Figure 23. The data displayed are the average of the values at two 

flow rates. Frequency change in sodium based solutions is slightly larger than potassium 

based solutions. The adsorption of sulfate ion onto silica surface was obtained by 

subtracting the adsorbed mass from chloride solutions from that from sulfate 

solutions.  Additionally, adsorption from chloride solutions that are two times the 

concentration of sulfate solutions was subtracted to account for the difference in cation 

concentration in the chloride and sulfate based solutions. 
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Figure 23 Adsorption calculated using viscoelastic modeling from Na2SO4, K2SO4, NaCl, 

KCl solutions at 22 °C (Solution pH ~6.8).  
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Figure 24 shows the adsorption of sulfate ion after correction for potassium/sodium ion 

adsorption. The corrected sulfate ion adsorption values calculated for sodium sulfate 

solution are larger than those for potassium sulfate solutions at bulk concentrations larger 

than 0.3 M. The discrepancy at higher concentrations could be due to ‘bulk effect’ 

mentioned in the background section. It may be recalled that high concentration sodium 

sulfate solutions are characterized by a higher viscosity than potassium sulfate solutions 

(Table 3). A number of equations have been proposed to correct for bulk effect for 

surfactant/biomolecule systems8-11, but no equation exists to correct the bulk effect for 

electrolyte solutions. More work will be done in the future to probe bulk effect of 

electrolyte solutions using a crystal with a customized non-adsorbing film. 
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Figure 24 Sulfate adsorption corrected for cation co-adsorption at 22 °C. 
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In order to convert adsorbed amount to number of monolayers of sulfate, some 

information on the size and hydration of sulfate ion is needed. Reported values12-14 for the 

number of water molecules to hydrate sulfate ion varies widely; the hydrated cluster takes 

the form of SO4
2−∙(H2O)n (n=4−40), with the most commonly accepted form having a 

value of 6. Assuming a radius of 0.3 nm for sulfate ion15, and taking n=6, the number of 

hydrated monolayers that correspond to the data in Figure 24 are shown in Table 4. The 

adsorbed amount increases from a sub-monolayer at a solution concentration of 0.01 M to 

several layers above a concentration of 0.1 M. 

Table 4 Calculated number of equivalent monolayers of sulfate ions 

Bulk 

Concentration 

(M) 

Adsorbed Amount of SO4
2− (ng/cm2) 

# of Equivalent SO4
2− 

Monolayers 

Adsorbed Amount 

of K2SO4 after 

correcting for K+ 

Adsorbed Amount 

of Na2SO4 after 

correcting for Na+ 

Corrected 

for K+ 

Corrected 

for Na+ 

0.01 33 34 0.3 0.3 

0.05 138 150 1.2 1.3 

0.1 267 276 2.2 2.3 

0.2 560 589 4.7 4.9 

0.3 841 982 7.0 8.2 

0.4 1055 1388 8.8 11.6 

0.6 1643 2334 13.7 19.5 

Sulfate ion adsorption at oxide/water interfaces and soil/water interfaces has been 

actively investigated16. However, most of these studies pertain to adsorption on 

aluminum oxide, iron oxide and silicates from dilute solutions (<100 mmol/liter). The 

generally accepted mechanism is adsorption (specific and non-specific) on positively 
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charged or neutral sites on oxide surfaces. In this current work, adsorption of sulfate was 

investigated at near neutral pH where SiO2 surface would be negatively charged due to its 

low PZC value (~ 2-3).  Under these conditions, sulfate adsorption is likely to occur with 

co-adsorption of cations (K+ or Na+), leading to the eventual build-up of a multilayer. 

This is schematically shown in Figure 25.  However, unlike traditional gas adsorption 

isotherms, there is a lack of transition from mono- to multi-layer adsorption; the isotherm 

is linear in the investigated concentration range. Besides cation incorporation, one other 

possible explanation for higher numbers of equivalent monolayers is co-adsorption of 

water molecules and hydronium ions with sulfate anions17-19. The viscoelastic nature of 

the adsorbed layer indicates incorporation of water molecules in the layer. 
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Figure 25 Schematic of multilayer adsorption on silica surface 

Since the proposed model includes co-adsorbed cations, an estimate of the amount of 

cations is needed to determine the extent of sulfate adsorption. If the uptake amount from 

KCl solution of the same concentration in K+ may be taken to be entirely due to K+ 

adsorption (because of the indifferent nature of chloride ions), the adsorbed sulfate layer 

from K2SO4 solution would roughly contain 10-16% of K+ ions. A similar calculation for 
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sodium sulfate solutions would indicate that 38-44% of adsorbed layer is comprised of 

sodium ions. 

The Effect of Temperature on Ion Uptake 

The effect of temperature on ion (sulfate and cations) adsorption was investigated in the 

range of 22 to 50 °C and the results are plotted in Figure 26. Adsorption decreased with 

increasing temperature at all concentrations indicating that the co-adsorption of sulfate 

and cation is exothermic. Using the limited number of data points, the heat of adsorption 

was calculated to be ~−15 kJ/mole and ~−11 kJ/mole for adsorption from Na2SO4 and 

K2SO4, respectively. Reported literature value for heat of adsorption of Na+ and K+ onto 

negatively charged amorphous SiO2 is roughly −6 kJ/mol, while the value for adsorption 

of bisulfate anion onto neutral sites is approximately −30 kJ/mol20.   
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Figure 26 Effect of temperature on ion (both sulfate and cation) adsorption. (Presented 

data are the average adsorption values at two different flow rates of 0.2 and 1.0 mL/min) 

Rinsing of Adsorbed Ions 

From the real time recording of frequency and dissipation shifts shown in Figure 21, it 

may be noted that both adsorption and desorption occur fairly quickly. Table 5 shows the 

time it takes to adsorb/desorb 90% of the equilibrium value at two different flow rates 

(only one shown in  Figure 21) for K2SO4 solutions of different concentrations. It takes 

roughly 70~75 seconds at 0.2 mL/min, and 20~25 seconds at 1.0 mL/min for both 

adsorption and desorption processes. Rinsing with DI water brings the value of frequency 

shift to zero, indicating complete desorption of adsorbed ions. However, considering that 

the sensitivity limit of QCM-D technique is ~ ng/cm2, it is possible that sub-monolayer 
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level of ions may still be present on the surface.  Measurement of such low levels 

requires an analytical technique such as Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence (TXRF). 

Table 5 Times (rounded off to the nearest five seconds) for 90% adsorption/desorption at 

different flow rates 

 0.2 mL/min 1 mL/min 

Concentration 
Adsorption 

Time (s) 

Desorption 

Time (s) 

Adsorption 

Time (s) 

Desorption 

Time (s) 

0.1 M 75 70 20 20 

0.2 M 70 70 15 20 

0.4 M 70 70 15 20 

0.6 M 70 70 15 20 

Figure 27 shows the real time change of adsorbed amount of ions from K2SO4 solution, 

during rinsing with DI water at 0.2 mL/min. The starting values (at 1100 s) were taken 

from the adsorption data at equilibrium. 
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Figure 27 Desorption of adsorbed ions from K2SO4 solutions at 22 °C during DI rinsing 

Assuming that the sulfate desorbed from the surface is quickly transported to bulk by 

flowing DI water, sulfate desorption can be represented by equation [2]: 

                                                                     [2] 

where kd is desorption rate constant, [S] is the surface concentration of adsorbed ions and 

y is reaction order. It should be noted here that [S] includes both adsorbed sulfate and 

incorporated cations. To determine the reaction order, desorption rate was calculated and 

plotted as a function of surface concentration, as shown in  Figure 28. The starting time 

for slope calculation was picked as 30 seconds (mean residence time in the flow 
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chamber) for 0.2 mL/min and about 6 seconds for 1.0 mL/min. This was done to 

eliminate any effects due to re-adsorption of sulfate during desorption.  The linear 

relation between the desorption rate and surface concentration indicates a first order 

reaction mechanism (y=1). The desorption rate constants were determined to be 

0.044/0.039 s−1 for Na2SO4/K2SO4 at 0.2 mL/min and 0.126/0.124 s−1 for Na2SO4/K2SO4 

at 1.0 mL/min, respectively. 
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Figure 28 Rate of desorption as a function of amount adsorbed (surface concentration) 

from Na2SO4/K2SO4 solutions during DI rinsing at two different flow rates. 

Effect of Temperature on Desorption During DI Rinsing 

Hot DI rinsing to remove contaminants after wet chemical processing is regularly 

practiced in the semiconductor industry. Figure 29 shows the influence of temperature of 

DI water flowing at 1 mL/min on the rate of desorption of sulfate adsorbed from sodium 
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and potassium sulfate solutions at different temperatures. Based on the standard deviation 

in the values of the rate constant calculated from experimental data, it appears that DI 

water temperature in the range 22 to 50 0C does not have a significant influence on the 

rate of desorption of sulfate ions. While this result seems to downplay the importance of 

hot DI rinsing, it must be stated that the highest temperature investigated (50 0C) is much 

lower than that used in semiconductor processing fabs (>70 0C). Unfortunately, our QCM 

instrument is limited to an operation temperature of up to 60 0C.  
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Figure 29 Effect of temperature on rate of desorption of ions adsorbed from 

sodium/potassium sulfate solutions 
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Conclusions 

Sulfate adsorption onto sputtered silica film from aqueous potassium and sodium sulfate 

solutions was investigated using the QCM-D technique.  The adsorption data fitted to a 

viscoelastic film model indicates that the adsorption increases linearly with solution 

concentration and the adsorbed amount at higher concentrations represents multilayers. 

Both adsorption and desorption occur rapidly. Sulfate desorption rate constant is sensitive 

to flow rate but is not affected by the rinse water temperature in the range of 22 to 50 0C. 
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Abstract 

In the formation of copper interconnects by Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP), 

barrier polishing is typically carried out using alkaline slurries containing copper 

corrosion inhibitors. Benzotriazole (BTA) has been the inhibitor of choice in such 

slurries. In this study, adsorption of BTA onto copper was investigated under flow 

conditions at pH 10 using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring 

capability (QCM-D). Since BTA can adsorb on Cu2O and CuO, attempts were made to 

create these specific surfaces of oxides. Cu2O was formed by treating the surface with 

tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution (TMAH); while CuO was formed by treating 

with hydrogen peroxide in TMAH. Adsorption of BTA was carried out from a series of 

BTA solutions (20, 50, 100, 200 ppm) in TMAH, and adsorbed BTA layer was shown to 
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be rigid for both Cu2O and CuO. At the end of the step-wise adsorption from BTA 

solutions, the uptake of BTA onto Cu2O is ~3.2 equivalent vertical layers, while for CuO 

~0.6 equivalent vertical layers. This indicates Cu(I)-BTA complex formation is the main 

passivation factor for copper. Adsorption of BTA onto Cu2O in presence of hydrogen 

peroxide was also measured and it was shown BTA complexing with Cu(I) prevails over 

oxidation of Cu(I). Since adsorbed BTA is a contaminant, attempts were made to remove 

it from surface. In this respect, removal of BTA by TMAH and acetohydroxamic acid 

(AHA) were studied in-situ. TMAH partially removes some physisorbed BTA, but AHA 

at 1ppm at pH 10 is able to remove BTA completely in ~10 min. In both cases, BTA was 

removed with a layer-by-layer fashion.  

 

Introduction 

In copper interconnects formation, Ta/TaN is used as a barrier to prevent diffusion of 

copper into oxides. Copper CMP consists of two steps, removal of copper and removal of 

barrier. At the end of bulk copper polishing, barrier CMP is used to remove barrier layer, 

during which trench copper is exposed to slurry, causing corrosion of copper. To prevent 

copper corrosion, benzotriazole (BTA) is used as a corrosion inhibitor for copper in 

barrier slurry. After polishing, BTA is also used in post CMP cleaning formulations to 

protect copper from corrosion.  

The inhibition effect of BTA on copper corrosion has been extensively studied in the past 

few decades, using weight loss measurements, potentiodynamic-galvanostatic 
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polarization, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), electrochemical noise 

method, scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), scanning vibrating electrode 

technique (SVET)[1-3]. It is generally proposed that the adsorbed BTA film formed in 

solution is a multilayer film with a chemisorbed first layer. Inhibition efficiency of BTA 

is reported to be dependent on pH. It was shown that BTA is not an effective inhibitor in 

strongly acidic media[4-6] or highly alkaline media[7]. It is also reported BTA is not 

effective at higher over potentials[8, 9]. The inhibition effect of BTA is reported to be 

dependent on concentration and temperature, inhibition efficiency increasing with BTA 

concentration (in the range of 0~10 ppm) but decreasing with temperature (in the range of 

30 ~90 °C)[10].    

There is general agreement that BTA forms complex with copper, Cu(I)-BTA, and that 

the formation of this complex is the passivation factor for copper[1-3]. To identify 

adsorbed/complexed BTA species, the nature of adsorbed BTA film has been studied 

extensively with surface analytic techniques[1-3, 11-13], including IR reflectance 

spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption fine 

structure (NEXAFS), Raman spectra, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), scanning tunneling microscope (STM), etc. Most of these 

characterizations were focused on equilibrium adsorption and ex-situ measurements. It 

has also been proposed that Cu-BTA complex forms polymer like structure[1-3]. BTA 

could adopt either of two orientations, vertical or horizontal[7, 14-19].  
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The adsorption of BTA and removal studies have been carried out with relevance to 

copper/barrier CMP and post CMP cleaning. BTA adsorption onto copper from 1000 

ppm BTA solution has been measured by Peters[20] with quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) at two different pH values and it was shown that BTA adsorption at pH 5 was 

faster with a deposited thickness of 70 Å in 5 minutes, verses 40 Å at pH 11 in the same 

time. TMAH has been used to remove BTA. Venkatesh et al [21] concluded BTA 

removal with TMAH by showing that the contact angle for BTA treated copper was 

significantly reduced, from ~65° to ~10°, when treated with high alkaline TMAH (pH  

12.2~13.2), as well as by potentiodynamic polarization of copper which showed 

corrosion current was significantly increased when BTA treated copper was subjected to 

TMAH. BTA removal with TMAH was also investigated by Peters[20, 22] using QCM 

method, and it was found that high alkaline TMAH (pH 14) removes BTA at a rate of 

150 Å/min, much faster than acidic citrate solution (pH 4) at a rate of 20 Å/min. 

However, highly alkaline TMAH solutions used in these studies pose serious threat to 

jeopardize the performance of low-k dielectrics. BTA removal with cleaner containing 

1,2,4-triazole (TAZ) was studied with open circuit potential (OCP) measurement by 

Peters[20, 22], and it was shown that TAZ was able to displace BTA from copper surface 

at a fairly high rate (~100 A/min) and TAZ was easier to be removed compared to BTA 

during post CMP cleaning. Oxalate solution at a pH of 4 was shown by Peters[20] to 

remove BTA at a rate of 120 Å/min, and it also removes underlying Cu2O film.  

The limitations of past studies, as discussed above, are that, firstly, the starting surfaces 

of copper were somewhat uncharacterized. Since copper forms two types of oxides in 

solution, Cu2O and CuO, it is important to understand the relative affinity of these oxides 
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to BTA. Secondly, most of the literature on the inhibitive effect of BTA and BTA 

adsorption studies are based on equilibrium adsorption and ex-situ measurements, where 

a copper sample is treated with BTA either in solution or by vapor deposition, followed 

by characterization of the surface. However, copper and barrier CMP are dynamic 

processes, typically complete in 1 or 2 min, thus, in-situ measurements of BTA 

adsorption at alkaline pH are preferred to be more relevant. Thirdly, BTA study in 

literature is generally performed stand-alone, without considering the impact of hydrogen 

peroxide, which is an essential component for barrier CMP slurry. Last but not least, 

literature so far has not mentioned the physical properties of the film. To overcome these 

limitations, this work aims to determine BTA adsorption under flow condition onto well 

characterized surface at short time scales. Attempts would be made to form specific type 

of oxide, either Cu2O or CuO and the effect of hydrogen peroxide would be discussed. In 

addition, the physical nature of the adsorbed BTA film, in terms of its rigidity, will be 

characterized with quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) 

capability.  Finally, this work will also address in-situ rinsing with selected chemicals 

such as TMAH and acetohydroxamic acid (AHA). 

Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Tetramethylammonium hydroxide ((CH3)4N(OH); 25 wt.% in H2O), hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2; 35 wt.% in H2O), benzotriazole (C6H5N3; 99%), acetohydroxamic acid 

(CH3CONHOH, 98%), copper foil (0.25mm thick, 99.98%) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. All solutions were made using DI water of resistivity 18.2 MΩ∙cm provided by 
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University of Arizona clean room facility. Solution pH was adjusted using HCl and 

TMAH. AT-cut quartz crystals with a fundamental frequency (f0) of 5 MHz were 

purchased from Biolin Scientific Inc. The standard crystal consists of a quartz disk of 14 

mm diameter with gold electrodes that are sputtered on both sides using a chromium 

adhesion layer.  

Methods 

Copper coated crystals were obtained by electron beam physical vapor deposition of 

copper in Edwards auto 306 e-beam evaporator. After chamber pressure was pumped 

down to 10-6 Torr range, an adhesion layer of titanium with a thickness of ~10 nm was 

deposited at e-beam voltage of 4.98 kV and current of 72 mA. Then copper was 

deposited at e-beam voltage of 4.98 kV and current of 50 mA. Final thickness of copper 

deposited was ~200 nm, with a RMS roughness of <3 nm as measured by AFM.  

All adsorption and cleaning experiments were done with Q-Sense E1 (Biolin Scientific 

Inc.), the details of which were described elsewhere[23]. Before each test, copper crystal 

was cleaned with IPA and N2 dried. Then it was subjected to ~20 min etching in dilute 

HCl (pH 5) to remove native oxide, and DI water (pH 6) to displace the acid. Baseline 

was taken in either TMAH solution (pH 10) or H2O2 solution (pH 10, adjusted with 

TMAH) before BTA was introduced for adsorption. Each test finished with rinsing with 

either baseline solution or cleaning agents. Real time data collection was achieved with 

Q-soft® and data analysis was done with Q-Tools®, the details of which are described 

elsewhere[23].  
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Results and Discussion 

BTA interaction with Oxide Films Formed On Copper in TMAH Based Solutions 

It is well known that copper forms two types of oxide, Cu2O and CuO, in aqueous 

solutions. One of the objectives of this work was to investigate the differences, if any, of 

the interaction of BTA with these two types of oxides. For this purpose, copper coated 

crystals were first rinsed with IPA, dried with N2, and then loaded into the Q-Sense 

chamber. Any native oxide on the crystals was removed by flowing dilute HCl solution at 

a pH of 5 for approximately 20 min at a flow rate of 0.3ml/min. Any HCl in the chamber 

and on the surface of the crystal was then rinsed away by flowing DI water (pH ~ 6). This 

pre-cleaning procedure was followed by specific treatments to form the desired type of 

oxide.  

To form a predominantly Cu2O surface (case 1), after the aforementioned pre-cleaning 

procedure, TMAH solution at pH 10 was pumped through the chamber. To form CuO 

(case 2 in following section of this paper), instead of plain TMAH solution, a TMAH 

solution containing 0.5% H2O2 was utilized.   
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Figure 30 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D) responses 

during QCM-D measurement of copper exposed to pH 5 HCl, pH 6 DI, and pH 10 

TMAH at a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min and temperature of 24 °C. Red curves are dissipation 

responses (∆D); blues are frequency responses (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, 

♢-11th, ◁-13th. 

Figure 30 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D measurement on copper during HCl 

cleaning and DI rinsing followed by exposure to pH 10 TMAH solution. The different 

blue curves are the frequency responses of the crystal at six different overtones (3rd, 5th, 

7th, 11th, 13th), while the red ones are the dissipation responses. Before the crystal is 

exposed to TMAH (t<11min in the figure), frequency change (∆f) measured at different 

overtones overlap and increase with time; this is due to copper etching in HCl (pH 5) and 

DI (pH 6). Flowing of HCl solution past the crystal first removes the native oxide on 
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copper and the exposed copper surface continues to etch in the solution. Upon switching 

from HCl to DI water, the etch rate of copper is decreased, as should be evident from the 

decrease in the slope of the ∆f vs time plot. The calculated etch rate values are shown in 

Table 6. 

Table 6 Effect of pH on Etch Rate of Copper 

Surface pH Etch Rate (Å/min) 

Copper (after native oxide removal) 5 (HCl) 0.50~1.00 

Copper (after native oxide removal) 6 (DI) 0.16~0.25 

When the crystal initially comes into contact with TMAH (t=11 -22 min in the figure), ∆f 

becomes constant, which indicates zero net mass change during this time period.  This 

flat region may be explained as due to a balance between copper dissolution and copper 

oxide formation. The oxide formed is Cu2O as will be clear from the XPS data that will 

be presented later in this manuscript. Meanwhile, the dissipations factors are zero, which 

indicates that Cu2O formed is a rigid film.  

Continued contact (t>22min) with TMAH, results in a decrease in ∆f values, indicating 

thickening of the oxide layer. The dissipations and frequencies measured at different 

overtones start to diverge, implying that oxide layer is also porous in nature, with water 

incorporated in the pores. Oxide formed in this region is likely a mixture of Cu2O and 

CuO due to relatively lengthy contact time, allowing further oxidation of Cu2O into CuO.  
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Figure 31 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D) responses 

during QCM-D measurement of BTA adsorption onto Cu2O at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min 

and temperature of 24 °C. Red curves are dissipation (∆D); blues are frequency (∆f). 

Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, ♢-11th, ◁-13th. 

Figure 31 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D measurement during BTA 

adsorption on a copper crystal with a Cu2O layer (film). The adsorption of BTA onto 

Cu2O was studied by flowing a series of TMAH solutions with increasing concentrations 

of BTA (20, 50, 100, 200 ppm) with each solution contacting the crystal for 2min. It 

should be noted that the ∆f and ∆D data were zeroed after 6 min exposure to TMAH 

solution (see Figure 30)   

The different blue curves are the frequency responses of the crystal at six different 

overtones, while the red ones are the dissipation responses. As shown in Figure 31, ∆f 

drops when BTA containing TMAH solution comes into contact with Cu2O, which 
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indicates BTA adsorption. It is clear that adsorption is rapid and the large frequency 

change of 12 Hz indicates significant adsorption (~210 ng/cm2). Meanwhile, the 

dissipations factors are close to zero indicating that adsorbed BTA layer is rigid. At the 

end of adsorption (t=~8.5min in the figure), BTA free TMAH solution (i.e., baseline 

solution) was flowed to desorb BTA on the surface.  ∆f increases only slightly, which 

indicates rinsing with TMAH does not remove much of the adsorbed BTA.  

Table 7 Cumulative amount of BTA adsorbed on Cu2O and CuO 

BTA Conc.  

(ppm) 

Contact 

Time (min) 

Cumulative Amount  

Adsorbed (ng/cm2) 

# of layers 

(assume vertical) 

# of layers  

(assume horizontal) 

    Cu2O CuO Cu2O CuO Cu2O CuO 

20 2 127 19 1.8 0.3 3.6 0.6 

50 2 164 27 2.4 0.4 4.9 0.8 

100 2 190 32 2.9 0.5 5.7 1.0 

200 2 210 37 3.2 0.6 6.4 1.2 

Because of the rigid nature of the adsorbed BTA film, Sauerbrey equation was used to 

calculate the adsorbed amount of BTA on Cu2O and the amount was converted to number 

of equivalent monolayers of BTA, as shown in Table 7. The BTA molecules can adsorb 

on to copper surface in two different orientations; the aromatic ring can either stand 

upright (perpendicular to the copper surface) or lay flat on the surface. Based on literature 

information19, if the BTA molecule stands upright, its cross-sectional area is ~0.3 nm2 but 

if it lies flat, its cross-sectional area is ~0.6 nm2.  As presented in Table 7, number of 

equivalent monolayers of BTA is more than 3 for vertical orientation or more than 6 for 

horizontal orientation. 
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To form a predominantly CuO surface, copper crystal was treated with a TMAH solution 

containing 0.5% H2O2 (pH 10). Figure 32 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D 

measurement on copper exposed to this solution. In situ cleaning and rinsing of copper 

steps that were described earlier were completed at 20 min. 

 

Figure 32 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D) responses 

during QCM-D measurement of copper exposed to  pH 10 TMAH containing 0.5% H2O2 

at a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min and temperature of 24 °C. Red curves are dissipation 

responses (∆D); blues are frequency responses (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, 

♢-11th, ◁-13th. 

When the crystal initially comes into contact with H2O2 containing TMAH (t=20~21 min 

in the figure), ∆f instantly and sharply decreases indicating quick mass increase due to 

oxide formation. This oxide was identified to be CuO by XPS, as will be described in a 

separate section. With increase in contact time, ∆f values decrease at a lower rate, 

indicating slowing down of oxidation of copper. Using CuO density of 6.31 g/cm3, it can 
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be easily shown that 0.2 nm thick CuO was formed in the first min (t=20-21 min in the 

figure), and 0.04 nm thick CuO was formed in the 2nd minute (t=21-22 min in the figure). 

From then on, the oxidation rate is decreased significantly to 0.02nm/min. During the 

time period of data collection, the dissipation factors were very small. 

Figure 33 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D measurement during BTA 

adsorption on a copper crystal with a CuO layer (film). The adsorption of BTA onto CuO 

was studied by flowing a series of H2O2 containing TMAH solutions with increasing 

concentrations of BTA (20, 50, 100, 200 ppm), with each solution contacting the crystal 

for ~2 min. It should be mentioned that the ∆f and ∆D data were zeroed after ~4 min 

exposure to  H2O2 containing TMAH solution (see Figure 32) to create a new baseline. 

 

Figure 33 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D) responses 

during QCM-D measurement of BTA adsorption onto cupric oxide at a flow rate of 0.2 

ml/min and temperature of 24 °C. Red curves are dissipation responses (∆D); blues are 

frequency responses (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, ♢-11th, ◁-13th. 
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As shown in Figure 33, ∆f drops (mass increases) when BTA solution comes into contact 

with CuO. It is possible this mass increase is due to BTA adsorption, combined with 

continued oxidation by H2O2 (see Figure 32). Assuming that the mass increase is totally 

due to BTA adsorption, the small frequency change of ~3 Hz indicates much less 

adsorption (~40 ng/cm2) on CuO compared to that on Cu2O. Meanwhile, the dissipations 

factors are close to zero, which indicates that adsorbed BTA layer is rigid.  

At the end of adsorption (t=~ 8.5 min in the figure), BTA free H2O2 containing TMAH 

solution (i.e., baseline solution) was flowed to desorb BTA on the surface. The ∆f (t=~ 

8.5min) increases initially as adsorbed BTA is rinsed away but starts to decrease after ~ 

11 minutes, which is likely due to re-oxidation of exposed surface by H2O2 (see Figure 

32). Compared to Cu (I), the bonding between Cu (II) with BTA appears to be weak.  

Sauerbrey equation was used to calculate the adsorbed amount of BTA on CuO. The 

mass of BTA adsorbed was also converted to number of equivalent monolayers of BTA 

in the vertical or horizontal orientation , and shown in Table 7. As presented in Table 7, 

the number of equivalent monolayers of BTA is less than one for vertical orientation at 

the end of adsorption and ~1.2 layers for horizontal orientation. 

BTA Adsorption onto Cu2O in the Presence of Hydrogen Peroxide 

During barrier CMP, copper surface is exposed simultaneously to BTA and hydrogen 

peroxide, and the adsorbed BTA layer on copper oxide is continuously removed by 

polishing to reveal fresh copper. In other words, the starting point is fresh copper that is 

exposed simultaneously to BTA and hydrogen peroxide. Therefore, to mimic this 
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situation, it is reasonable to investigate BTA adsorption onto Cu2O in presence of 

hydrogen peroxide to understand the competition between Cu2O oxidation by H2O2 and 

Cu2O complexation with BTA. 

.  

Figure 34 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D)  responses 

during QCM-D measurement of BTA adsorption onto copper (with thin oxide) at a flow 

rate of 0.2 ml/min and temperature of 24 °C. Red curves are dissipation (∆D); blues are 

frequency (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-9th, ♢-11th, ◁-13th. 

Figure 34 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D measurement during BTA 

adsorption in presence of H2O2 on a copper crystal with a Cu2O layer (film). As may be 

seen from Figure 34, ∆f drops sharply when BTA and H2O2 containing TMAH solution 

comes into contact with Cu2O, which is due to the combined effect of Cu2O oxidation by 

H2O2 and BTA adsorption. It is difficult to separate the individual contributions of BTA 

adsorption and Cu2O oxidation to the total mass increase. However, if the oxidation of 
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Cu2O by H2O2 is faster than the complexation between BTA and Cu2O, the surface would 

be changed into CuO and the adsorption would be much smaller, which is not the case 

here. Based on this, the mass increase is most likely due to adsorption of BTA. 

Meanwhile, the dissipations factors are small (<0.5), which indicates that adsorbed BTA 

layer is rigid. At the end of adsorption (t=~9.5 min in the figure), BTA and H2O2 free 

TMAH solution (i.e., baseline solution) was flowed to desorb BTA on the surface.  ∆f 

increases only slightly, which indicates rinsing with TMAH at the end does not remove 

much of the adsorbed BTA.  

Sauerbrey equation was used to calculate the amount of BTA uptake. As presented in 

Table 8, the number of equivalent monolayers of BTA is ~ 3 for vertical orientation at the 

end of adsorption and ~6.5 for horizontal orientation, which are similar to adsorption of 

BTA on Cu2O. A comparison of the adsorption of BTA on CuO and Cu2O is shown in 

Figure 35. 

Table 8 BTA adsorption onto Cu2O in presence of H2O2 

BTA Conc.  

(ppm) 

Contact 

Time (min) 

Cumulative Amount 

Adsorbed (ng/cm2) 

# of layers  

(assume vertical) 

# of layers  

(assume vertical) 

20 2 145 2.2 4.4 

50 2 160 2.4 4.8 

100 2 172 2.6 5.2 

200 2 174 2.7 5.4 
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Figure 35 Adsorption of BTA under different conditions: case 1) BTA adsorption onto 

Cu2O; case 2) BTA adsorption onto CuO; case 3) BTA adsorption onto Cu2O in presence 

of H2O2 

XPS Determination of Copper Surface Nature Treated with TMAH vs H2O2 (in 

TMAH) 

Normal (XPS) as well as angle resolved (AXPS) techniques were used to determine the 

surface oxidation state of oxide films formed on high purity (99.98%) copper foils 

subjected to two different treatments. These were as follows: (1) treatment with HCl (pH 

5) for 25 min, rinsing with DI water (pH 6) for 6 min, followed by contact with TMAH 

(pH 10) for 4 min and (2) treatment with HCl (pH 5) for 25 min, rinsing with DI water 

(pH 6) for 6 min, followed by contact with TMAH and 0.5% H2O2 mixture (pH 10) for 4 

min. The results in the form of Cu 2p binding energy peaks and LMM Auger peaks are 

shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37 respectively.  
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For the sample subjected to treatment #1, as shown in Figure 36 (a), Cu 2p spectra for 

both normal (S1) and angle resolved (S1a) show peaks at binding energy values of 932 

eV and 952 eV. Based on these values it may be concluded that the surface is comprised 

of Cu (I) or Cu (0).  There is no evidence of the presence of Cu (II). The Auger data, 

presented in Figure 37 (a), show dominant peaks at 916.8 eV and 918.6eV, which can be 

assigned to Cu (I) and Cu (0). When sampling a shallower region near the surface with 

angle resolved XPS, Cu (I) peak (916.8 eV) is enhanced, indicating that Cu (I) is more 

dominant in thin surface region. 

In Figure 36 (b), Cu 2p spectrum for sample subjected to treatment # 2 is presented.  Both 

normal and angle resolved XPS data clearly show the presence of peaks at 932 eV and 

952 eV, as well as satellite peaks around 942 eV and 962 eV. These peaks are 

characteristic of 2p 3/2 of Cu (II). When Cu 2p spectra obtained at normal angle is fitted 

for the 2p 3/2 peak, the results show that 30% of sampled volume is Cu(II), while 70% is 

Cu (0) or Cu(I). Since the effective sampling depth at normal angle is ~1nm, it is likely 

that Cu (0) underneath the oxide is also detected under conditions of normal incidence. 

[As stated earlier, QCM-D data collected on copper (e-beam evaporated film) under the 

same treatment condition can be interpreted to conclude that the oxide film thickness is 

~0.28 nm.] When angle resolved XPS data are fitted for the same 2p 3/2 peak, the results 

show that 62% of sampled volume is Cu (II), while the rest is Cu (0) or Cu (I). The 

effective sampling depth at tilted angle (60°) is ~0.5 nm and hence it is reasonable to 

conclude Cu (II) is concentrated in the near surface region. 
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In the Auger data for the sample subjected to treatment #2 shown in Figure 37  (b), the 

published kinetic energy values for Cu (I), Cu (II) and Cu (0) are marked at 916.8eV, 

917.7 eV, and 918.6 eV, respectively. In the angle resolved Auger spectrum, the shoulder 

at 918.6 eV is reduced and the Cu (II) signature is enhanced. Based on the reduced 

sampling depth made possible by AXPS, it appears that Cu (II) dominates the near 

surface region but it is difficult to rule out the absence of Cu (I) in the same region. 
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Figure 36 Cu 2p spectra for both normal and angle resolved XPS: (a) sample #1, the gray 

curve is raw data, blue is fit, S1-normal incidence, S1a-angle resolved; (b) sample #2, the 

gray curve is raw data, colors are fits, S2-normal incidence, S2a-angle resolved 
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Figure 37 Cu LMM spectra for both normal and angle resolved Auger: (a) sample #1, S1-

normal incidence, S1a-angle resolved; (b) sample #2, S2-normal incidence, S2a-angle 

resolved 

Removal of Adsorbed BTA by Rinsing with Acetohydroxamic Acid (AHA) 

It is important that adsorbed BTA on Cu surface is removed during post-CMP cleaning 

and rinsing steps. Chemicals used in post-CMP cleaning formulations must displace and 

desorb bound BTA and form soluble complexes with copper ions. One such compound is 

acetohydroxamic acid (AHA, CH3-CO-NH-OH) that can be used as a metal chelator[24-

29]. It has one replaceable hydrogen atom with a pKa 9.3[24, 28, 30, 31]. The 

acetohydroxamate ion forms a 1:1 and 2:1 complex with cupric ions with a stability 
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constant of 107.9 and 1014 respectively. The feasibility of removal of BTA by AHA may 

be represented by the following reaction: 

                          (1) 

where Cu(BTA)(s) represents Cu(I)-BTA complex as a solid, HL represents neutral 

AHA,  represents dissociated AHA, represents the soluble complex Cu(II)-

AHA, and dissolved oxygen in solution is ~8 ppm at room temperature. 

For an AHA concentration of 1 ppm,  and  concentration of ~ 10 nM, this 

reaction is characterized by a negative Gibbs free energy of change of  and 

hence, thermodynamically favorable. 

Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine the etch rate of copper in AHA 

solutions of different concentration maintained at a pH of 10 by TMAH. This was done to 

make sure that copper will not be attacked aggressively by AHA after BTA removal. The 

surface of the copper crystal was prepared by cleaning and rinsing in the usual manner. 

The data shown in Table 9 indicate that in the concentration range of 1-10 ppm, the etch 

rate is well below 1 Å/min.  

Table 9 Etch rate of copper as a function of AHA concentration (pH 10) 

pH AHA (ppm) Etch Rate (Å/min) 

10 0 0 

10 1 0.1 

10 5 0.3 

10 10 0.5 
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Figure 38 Real time frequency change (∆f) and dissipation factor change (∆D)  during 

QCM-D measurement of  BTA adsorption onto copper and removal in flowing TMAH 

solution (pH 10) followed by AHA solution in TMAH [flow rate : 0.2 ml/min]. Red 

curves are dissipation (∆D); blues are frequency (∆f). Overtones: □-3th, ○-5th, ∆-7th, ▽-

9th, ♢-11th, ◁-13th. 

Figure 38 shows the real time recording of a QCM-D measurement during BTA 

adsorption in the presence of H2O2 on a copper crystal with a Cu2O layer (film), followed 

by rinsing with TMAH (pH 10) and 1ppm AHA solution (pH 10). As may be seen from 

this figure, for an adsorbed amount of 174 ng/cm2 (based on the frequency change of 

~10.5 Hz) of BTA (equivalent to 2.7 vertical layers), TMAH removes ~38 ng/cm2 of 

BTA (equivalent to 0.6 vertical layer). This slight removal (~ 22% of the total adsorption) 

is from physisorbed BTA layer. When 1 ppm AHA solution (pH 10, in TMAH) was 

flowed past the surface rinsed with TMAH, ∆f values increase linearly with time, 

indicating progressive BTA removal. Rinsing with a solution of 1 ppm AHA after TMAH 
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rinsing appears to completely remove BTA (∆f returns to zero, not shown in figure) in 

~10 min.  

Figure 39 is a schematic representation[32] of multi-layers of BTA formed on copper and 

its removal with TMAH followed by AHA solution. It is postulated that BTA removal by 

AHA consists of two different steps. In the first step, physisorbed BTA is removed by 

AHA (~1 vertical layer removed in this case); in the second step, the chemisorbed layer is 

removed according to reaction (1) shown earlier. The measured dissipation factors are 

close to zero during rinsing with TMAH and AHA, which suggests the adsorbed BTA 

film is not randomly disrupted (made soft) during its removal but rather removed in a 

layer by layer fashion.  

 

Figure 39 Schematic representation of multi-layers of BTA formed on copper and its 

removal with TMAH and AHA solution (adapted from Ref. [32] and edited) 

Summary and Conclusions 

Adsorption of BTA under alkaline conditions onto copper surfaces have been studied. 

Copper forms two types of oxide, Cu2O and CuO. Cu2O is formed in alkaline TMAH 

solution, while CuO is formed in hydrogen peroxide solution (pH 10, adjusted with 

TMAH). 
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Adsorption of BTA onto Cu2O is fast and the adsorbed amount often represents multiple 

layers of BTA molecules. BTA adsorption onto CuO is slow and BTA uptake is usually 

below one monolayer. For both cases, the adsorbed BTA film is rigid in nature. The 

inhibition of copper corrosion by BTA is mainly due to Cu(I)-BTA complex formation. 

In competition for Cu2O, BTA complexing is shown to prevail over oxidation by H2O2.  

In removing BTA, TMAH is only able to remove part of physisorbed BTA from Cu2O. 

AHA is capable of removing completely both physisorbed and chemisorbed BTA. With 

both TMAH and AHA, BTA is removed with a layer-by-layer fashion. 
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